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Foreword

The U.S. health care system is at an important crossroads as it faces major demographic shifts and burgeoning costs. Every day more than 10,000 Americans turn age 65, becoming eligible for Medicare. Although the growth in health care costs has moderated recently, total annual (non-pandemic) health care spending in the United States is projected to reach nearly $6 trillion by 2027. Additionally, the COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in catastrophic loss of life and substantial damage to the global economy, stability, and security; in response, Congress has appropriated $2.6 trillion in emergency assistance to date. These realities help illustrate the critical need to better address the effectiveness and efficiency of our nation’s health care delivery systems.

Artificial intelligence (AI) represents a set of technologies that includes automated systems able to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, and decision-making. AI has promising applications in health care, including in augmenting patient care. For example, it may have the potential to improve treatment, reduce burden on providers, and generally increase the efficiency with which health care facilities and providers use resources, resulting in potential cost savings or health gains. However, as might be expected with a tool with such broad potential use in health and health care decision-making, applying AI tools for health and health care also raises ethical, legal, economic, and social questions.

The Government Accountability Office (GAO) and the National Academy of Medicine (NAM), individually and in collaboration, have taken up the charge to explore AI in augmenting patient care both inside and outside traditional clinical settings, assess its implications, and identify key policy options available for optimizing its use. In recognition of mutual interests and obligations, and to reinforce and complement each other’s work, GAO and NAM have cooperated on the development of two publications. The first is GAO’s Technology Assessment: Artificial Intelligence in Health Care: Benefits and Challenges of Technologies to Augment Patient Care, presented as Part One. The second is NAM’s Special Publication: Advancing Artificial Intelligence in Health Settings Outside the Hospital and Clinic, presented as Part Two. Any recommendations in Part Two are those of NAM alone.

This cooperative effort included an expert meeting, bringing diverse, interdisciplinary, and cross-sectoral perspectives to the discussions. We are grateful to the exceptionally talented staff of GAO and NAM as well as the experts, all of whom worked hard with enthusiasm, great skill, flexibility, clarity, and drive to make this joint publication possible.

Sincerely,

Karen L. Howard, PhD
Director,
Science, Technology Assessment, and Analytics
U.S. Government Accountability Office

J. Michael McGinnis, MD, MA, MPP
Leonard D. Schaeffer Executive Officer, and
Executive Director, NAM Leadership
Consortium
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Executive Summary

This report is being jointly published by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) and the National Academy of Medicine (NAM). Part One of this joint publication is the full presentation of GAO’s Technology Assessment: *Artificial Intelligence in Health Care: Benefits and Challenges of Technologies to Augment Patient Care*. Part Two is the full presentation of NAM’s Special Publication: Advancing Artificial Intelligence in Health Settings Outside the Hospital and Clinic. Although GAO and NAM staff consulted with and assisted each other throughout this work, reviews were conducted by GAO and NAM separately and independently, and authorship of the text of Part One and Part Two of this Executive Summary and the following report lies solely with GAO and NAM, respectively.

OVERVIEW OF PART ONE – GAO Technology Assessment: *Artificial Intelligence in Health Care: Benefits and Challenges of Technologies to Augment Patient Care*

The GAO report *Artificial Intelligence in Health Care: Benefits and Challenges of Technologies to Augment Patient Care* is the second in a series of technology assessments that GAO is conducting at the request of Congress on the use of AI technologies in health care.1 This report discusses three topics: (1) current and emerging AI tools available for augmenting patient care and their potential benefits, (2) challenges to the development and adoption of these tools, and (3) policy options to maximize benefits and mitigate challenges to the use of AI tools to augment patient care.

One of the report’s findings is that AI-enabled tools have shown promise in both clinical and administrative applications. Use of these tools could improve patient treatment, reduce burden on providers, and increase resource efficiency at health care facilities, among other potential benefits. Developers have demonstrated these tools in a number of clinical applications, such as supporting clinical decision-making. These tools are at varying stages of maturity and adoption, but with the exception of population health management tools, many we describe have not achieved widespread use. Use of AI tools for administrative applications could also affect patient care, including by reducing provider burden, and are also at varying stages of maturity and adoption, ranging from emerging to widespread.

We identified five categories of clinical applications where AI tools have shown promise to augment patient care: predicting health trajectories, recommending treatments, guiding surgical

---

1Part One of this Joint Publication presents the GAO Technology Assessment: *Artificial Intelligence in Health Care: Benefits and Challenges of Technologies to Augment Patient Care*. Although NAM staff and leadership provided assistance and advice in the identification of issues and experts consulted during the development process (identified in app. II), responsibility for the text, findings, and options lies solely with GAO.
care, monitoring patients, and supporting population health management. These are at various stages of implementation. For example, developers have begun scaling sepsis prediction tools, while AI-enabled surgical robots are in the early stages of development, with one expert estimating another 20-30 years of development being necessary before some level of automated AI surgeon might be available.²

We also identified three categories of administrative applications where AI tools have shown promise to reduce provider burden and increase the efficiency of patient care: recording digital clinical notes, optimizing operational processes, and automating laborious tasks. These tools are also at various stages of technological maturity. For example, speech recognition software is in widespread use, while AI-powered robots have only been minimally deployed to hospitals.

This technology assessment also identifies challenges that hinder the adoption and impact of AI tools to augment patient care, according to stakeholders, experts, and the literature. Difficulties accessing sufficient high-quality data may hamper innovation in this space. Further, some available data may be biased, which can reduce the effectiveness and accuracy of the tools for some people. Addressing bias can be difficult because the electronic health data do not currently represent the general population. It can also be challenging to scale tools up to multiple locations and integrate them into new settings because of differences in institutions and the patient populations they serve. The limited transparency of AI tools used in health care can make it difficult for providers, regulators, and others to determine whether an AI tool is safe and effective. A greater dispersion of data across providers and institutions can make securing patient data difficult. Finally, one expert described how existing case law does not specifically address AI tools, which can make providers and patients reticent to adopt them. Some of these challenges are similar to those identified previously by GAO in its first publication in this series, such as the lack of high-quality, structured data, and others are more specific to patient care, such as liability concerns.³

GAO described six options for policymakers—which GAO defines broadly to include Congress, elected officials, federal agencies, state and local governments, academic and research institutions, and industry, among others—to use in addressing these challenges:

²We refer to experts specifically as those people who attended our expert meeting, and refer to anyone else we interviewed as either a stakeholder or by their entity affiliation throughout this summary and the remainder of the report.

• **Collaboration.** Policymakers could encourage interdisciplinary collaboration between developers and health care providers. This could result in AI tools that are easier to implement and use within an existing workflow.

• **Data Access.** Policymakers could develop or expand high-quality data access mechanisms. This could help developers address bias concerns by ensuring data are representative, transparent, and equitable.

• **Best Practices.** Policymakers could encourage relevant stakeholders and experts to establish best practices (such as standards) for development, implementation, and use of AI technologies. This could help with deployment and scalability of AI tools by providing guidance on data, interoperability, bias, and formatting issues.

• **Interdisciplinary Education.** Policymakers could create opportunities for more workers to develop interdisciplinary skills. This could allow providers to use AI tools more effectively, and could be accomplished through a variety of methods, including changing medical curricula or grants.

• **Oversight Clarity.** Policymakers could collaborate with relevant stakeholders to clarify appropriate oversight mechanisms. Predictable oversight could help ensure that AI tools remain safe and effective after deployment and throughout their lifecycle.

• **Status Quo.** Policymakers could allow current efforts to proceed without intervention.

**OVERVIEW OF PART TWO – NAM: Advancing Artificial Intelligence in Health Settings Outside the Hospital and Clinic**

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a promising and rapidly developing field, and AI-driven technologies are becoming increasingly prevalent in health care settings. Current AI algorithms support diagnostic and prognostic assessment in many medical specialties, including radiology and dermatology. While these applications exist in typical hospital and clinic settings, AI presents extraordinary opportunities for health monitoring, intervention, and promoting overall well-being outside the hospital and clinic. The authors of this paper focus on health-related applications of AI specifically in these environments, including the home, work, and community settings, and refer to them as “health settings outside the hospital and clinic,” abbreviated HSOHC. This paper aims to provide an analysis of: 1) current technologies and future applications of AI in HSOHC, 2) the logistical steps and challenges involved in integrating AI-HSOHC applications into existing provider workflows, and 3) the ethical and legal considerations of such AI tools, followed by a brief proposal of potential key initiatives to guide the development and adoption of AI in HSOHC.

Numerous AI-powered health applications designed for personal use have been shown to improve patient outcomes, building predictions based on large volumes of granular, real-time,
and individualized behavioral and medical data. For instance, some forms of telehealth, a technology that has been critical during the COVID-19 pandemic, benefit considerably from AI software focused on natural language processing, which enables efficient triaging of patients based on urgency and type of illness. Beyond patient-provider communication, AI algorithms relevant to diabetic and cardiac care have demonstrated remarkable efficacy in helping patients manage their blood glucose levels in their day-to-day lives and in detecting cases of atrial fibrillation. AI tools that monitor and synthesize longitudinal patient behaviors are also particularly useful in psychiatric care, where the exact timing of interventions is often critical. For example, smartphone-embedded sensors that track location and proximity of individuals can alert clinicians of possible substance use, prompting immediate intervention. On the population health level, these individual indicators of activity and health can be combined with environmental- and system-level data to generate predictive insight into local and global health trends. The most salient example of this may be the earliest warnings of the COVID-19 outbreak, issued in December 2019 by two private AI technology firms.

Successful implementation and widespread adoption of AI applications in HSOHC requires careful consideration of several key issues related to personal data, algorithm development, and health care insurance and payment. Chief among them are data interoperability, standardization, privacy, ameliorating systemic biases in algorithms, reimbursement of AI-assisted services, quality improvement, and integration of AI tools into provider workflows. Overcoming these challenges and optimizing the impact of AI tools on clinical outcomes will involve engaging diverse stakeholders, deliberately designing AI tools and interfaces, rigorously evaluating clinical and economic utility, and diffusing and scaling algorithms across different health settings. In addition to these potential logistical and technical hurdles, it is imperative to consider the legal and ethical issues surrounding AI, particularly as it relates to the fair and humanistic deployment of AI applications in HSOHC. Important legal considerations include the appropriate designation of accountability and liability of medical errors resulting from AI-assisted decisions for ensuring the safety of patients and consumers. Key ethical challenges include upholding the privacy of patients and their data—particularly with regard to non-HIPAA covered entities involved in the development of algorithms—building unbiased AI algorithms based on high-quality data from representative populations, and ensuring equitable access to AI technologies across diverse communities.

The authors of this paper believe that AI technologies will lead to an inevitable and fundamental shift in how health care is delivered in the U.S. This shift, however, requires transitioning from a model that is hospital- and clinic-centric to one that is decidedly more patient-focused and benefits from the richness of health data collected in the environments where individuals actually live, work, and play. Indeed, AI applications in HSOHC show exceptional promise in ultimately improving the quality of life of individual patients, but ensuring efficient implementation, broad adoption, and fair access to these tools will be contingent upon close public-private collaboration and insurance reform, along with major governmental and policy initiatives.
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PART ONE

Technology Assessment: Artificial Intelligence in Health Care: Benefits and Challenges of Technologies to Augment Patient Care

U. S. Government Accountability Office (GAO)
Why GAO did this study

The U.S. health care system is under pressure from an aging population; rising disease prevalence, including from the current pandemic; and increasing costs. New technologies, such as AI, could augment patient care in health care facilities, including outpatient and inpatient care, emergency services, and preventative care. However, the use of AI-enabled tools in health care raises a variety of ethical, legal, economic, and social concerns.

GAO was asked to conduct a technology assessment on the use of AI technologies to improve patient care, with an emphasis on foresight and policy implications. This report discusses (1) current and emerging AI tools available for augmenting patient care and their potential benefits, (2) challenges surrounding the use of these tools, and (3) policy options to address challenges or enhance benefits of the use of these tools.

GAO assessed AI tools developed for or used in health care facilities; interviewed a range of stakeholder groups including government, health care, industry, academia, and a consumer group; convened a meeting of experts in collaboration with the National Academy of Medicine; and reviewed key reports and scientific literature. GAO is identifying policy options in this report.

What GAO found

Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools have shown promise for augmenting patient care in the following two areas:

- **Clinical AI tools** have shown promise in predicting health trajectories of patients, recommending treatments, guiding surgical care, monitoring patients, and supporting population health management (i.e., efforts to improve the health outcomes of a community). These tools are at varying stages of maturity and adoption, but many we describe, with the exception of population health management tools, have not achieved widespread use.

- **Administrative AI tools** have shown promise in reducing provider burden and increasing efficiency by recording digital notes, optimizing operational processes, and automating laborious tasks. These tools are also at varying stages of maturity and adoption, ranging from emerging to widespread.

GAO identified the following challenges surrounding AI tools, which may impede their widespread adoption:

- **Data access.** Developers experience difficulties obtaining the high-quality data needed to create effective AI tools.

- **Bias.** Limitations and bias in data used to develop AI tools can reduce their safety and effectiveness for different groups of patients, leading to treatment disparities.

- **Scaling and integration.** AI tools can be challenging to scale up and integrate into new settings because of differences among institutions and patient populations.

- **Lack of transparency.** AI tools sometimes lack transparency—in part because of the inherent difficulty of determining how some of them work, but also because of more controllable factors, such as the paucity of evaluations in clinical settings.

- **Privacy.** As more AI systems are developed, large quantities of data will be in the hands of more people and organizations, adding to privacy risks and concerns.

- **Uncertainty over liability.** The multiplicity of parties involved in developing, deploying, and using AI tools is one of several factors that have rendered liability associated with the use of AI tools uncertain. This may slow adoption and impede innovation.
GAO developed six policy options that could help address these challenges or enhance the benefits of AI tools. The first five policy options identify possible new actions by policymakers, which include Congress, elected officials, federal agencies, state and local governments, academic and research institutions, and industry. The last is the status quo, whereby policymakers would not intervene with current efforts. See below for details of the policy options and relevant opportunities and considerations.

### Policy Options to Address Challenges or Enhance Benefits of AI to Augment Patient Care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Option</th>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Collaboration** (report page 32) | - Could result in AI tools that are easier to implement and use within a providers’ existing workflow.  
- Could help implement tools on a larger scale.  
- Approaches to encourage collaboration include agencies seeking input from innovators. For example, agencies have used a challenge format to encourage the public to develop innovative technologies. | - May result in the creation of tools that are specific to one hospital or provider.  
- Providers may not have time to both collaborate and treat patients. |
| **Data Access** (report page 33) | - A “data commons”—a cloud-based platform where users can store, share, access, and interact with data—could be one approach.  
- More high-quality data could facilitate the development and testing of AI tools.  
- Could help developers address bias concerns by ensuring data are representative, transparent, and equitable. | - Cybersecurity and privacy risks could increase, and threats would likely require additional precautions.  
- Would likely require large amounts of resources to successfully coordinate across different domains and help address interoperability issues.  
- Organizations with proprietary data could be reluctant to participate. |
| **Best Practices** (report page 34) | - Could help providers deploy AI tools by providing guidance on data, interoperability, bias, and implementation, among other things. Could help improve scalability of AI tools by ensuring data are formatted to be interoperable.  
- Could address concerns about bias by encouraging wider representation and transparency. | - Could require consensus from many public- and private-sector stakeholders, which can be time- and resource-intensive.  
- Some best practices may not be widely applicable because of differences across institutions and patient populations. |
| **Interdisciplinary Education** (report page 35) | - Could help providers use tools effectively.  
- Could be implemented in a variety of ways, including through changing academic curriculums or through grants. | - Employers and university leaders may have to modify their existing curriculums, potentially increasing the length of medical training. |
| **Oversight Clarity** (report page 36) | - Predictable oversight could help ensure that AI tools remain safe and effective after deployment and throughout their lifecycle.  
- A forum consisting of relevant stakeholders could help recommend additional mechanisms to ensure appropriate oversight of AI tools. | - Soliciting input and coordinating among stakeholders, such as hospitals, professional organizations, and agencies, may be challenging.  
- Excess regulation could slow the pace of innovation. |
| **Status Quo** (report page 37) | - Challenges may be resolved through current efforts.  
- Some hospitals and providers are already using AI to augment patient care and may not need policy-based solutions to continue expanding these efforts.  
- Existing efforts may prove more beneficial than new options. | - The challenges described in this report may remain unresolved or be exacerbated. For example, fewer AI tools may be implemented at scale and disparities in use of AI tools may increase. |

Source: GAO.
## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>Centers for Medicare &amp; Medicaid Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS</td>
<td>clinical decision support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>Coronavirus Disease 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHS</td>
<td>Department of Health and Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHR</td>
<td>electronic health record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>emergency room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA</td>
<td>Food and Drug Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPAA</td>
<td>Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>human immunodeficiency virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU</td>
<td>intensive care unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>magnetic resonance imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAM</td>
<td>National Academy of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPE</td>
<td>personal protective equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>protected health information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SaMD</td>
<td>software as a medical device</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

November 30, 2020

Congressional Requesters

The U.S. health care system is under pressure. People age 65 and older are projected to make up one-fifth of the U.S. population by 2030. The overall prevalence of disease is increasing, even setting aside the recent Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. Further, individuals, health insurers, and federal and state governments spent approximately $3.5 trillion in 2018 on health consumption expenditures, representing 16.9 percent of the nation’s gross domestic product. One potential tool for addressing concerns surrounding the quality and cost of health care is emerging from the massive volume of health data, which is increasing at an unprecedented rate. Humans alone are not capable of meaningfully analyzing this flood of data on a reasonable time scale. Artificial intelligence (AI) is a promising alternative that can rapidly process and analyze large amounts of complex data.

New AI tools have the potential to both reduce administrative burdens and improve treatment, including outpatient and inpatient care, emergency services, and preventative care. Examples of AI being used to augment patient care include systems that provide personalized treatment recommendations, software that interprets vital signs to monitor patients in intensive care units (ICU), and smart speakers that convert words spoken during a medical appointment into electronic health records (EHR) and codes for insurance billing. However, the use of AI technologies in health care raises a variety of ethical, legal, economic, and social concerns. For example, AI tools developed using historical data could perpetuate biases such as underrepresentation of certain groups based on race, socioeconomic status, or gender.

In view of the potential for AI to help improve patient care, you asked us to conduct a technology assessment in this area, with an emphasis on foresight and policy implications. This report discusses (1) current and emerging AI tools available for augmenting patient care and their potential benefits, (2) challenges surrounding the use of these tools, and (3) policy options to address challenges or enhance benefits of the use of these tools.

---

4According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, COVID-19 is a respiratory disease caused by a new coronavirus. The complete clinical picture of COVID-19 is not fully known. Reported illnesses have ranged from very mild to severe, including illness resulting in death. The nature of the COVID-19 pandemic and treatment of patients is an evolving situation.

5An EHR is a digital medical record and can contain the medical and treatment history of a patient, diagnoses, medications, treatment plans, immunization dates, allergies, radiology images, and laboratory and test results. EHRs are widely used in the health care system to give providers access to information on their patients. They can also automate certain tasks and supply evidence-based tools for making decisions about a patient’s care.
To address these objectives, we assessed available and developing AI technologies for clinical or administrative purposes that companies or health care providers may use to augment patient care as well as the challenges associated with using such technologies. We focused our review on selected technologies used at locations that employ health care providers, including but not limited to physicians, registered nurses, medical assistants, and physical therapists. We excluded technologies used in other environments, such as the home, and excluded technologies that are exclusively focused on diagnostics.

We reviewed key reports and scientific literature describing current and emerging technologies and interviewed a variety of stakeholders, including agency officials, industry members, academic researchers, and a consumer group. We also collaborated with the National Academy of Medicine to convene a 2-day expert meeting on current and emerging AI technologies for augmenting patient care. The meeting included experts from academia and industry, as well as legal scholars, with expertise covering all significant areas of our review. Following the meeting, we continued to use the experts’ advice to clarify and expand on what we heard. We then identified six policy options in response to the challenges identified during our work and examined potential opportunities and considerations of each. Consistent with our quality assurance framework, we provided the experts and relevant agencies with a draft of our report and solicited their feedback, which we incorporated as appropriate. See appendix I for additional information on our scope and methodology.

We conducted our work from November 2019 through November 2020 in accordance with all sections of GAO’s Quality Assurance Framework that are relevant to technology assessments. The framework requires that we plan and perform the engagement to obtain sufficient and appropriate evidence to meet our stated objectives and to discuss any limitations to our work. We believe that the information and data obtained, and the analysis conducted, provide a reasonable basis for any findings and conclusions in this product.

---

6 GAO did not evaluate the effectiveness or utility of any equipment—software or hardware—mentioned in this report.

7 Diagnostic-focused AI tools will be the subject of the third report in this series.
Part One – (GAO) Artificial Intelligence in Health Care: Benefits and Challenges of Technologies to Augment Patient Care

1 Background

1.1 AI Systems

The field of AI was founded on the idea that machines could be used to simulate human intelligence. Early AI technologies were often expert or rules-based systems, whereby a computer is programmed based on expert knowledge or criteria and produces outputs consistent with its programming. Software programs that do tax preparation or logistics scheduling are examples of expert systems.

More recently, a second wave of AI, known as machine learning, has led to significant new capabilities. Machine learning begins with data—generally in large amounts—and infers rules or decision procedures that aim to predict specified outcomes. This inference happens when the system is able to train itself using the data to increase the accuracy of its predictions. Increased availability of large data sets and computing power has enabled recent machine learning advances such as voice recognition by personal assistants on smart phones (an example of natural language processing) and image recognition (an example of computer vision).

Researchers use several methods to train machine learning algorithms, including:

- **Supervised machine learning.** An algorithm with labeled data or input identifies logical patterns in the data and uses those patterns to predict a specified answer to a problem. For example, an algorithm trained on many labeled images of cats and dogs could then classify new, unlabeled images as containing either a cat or a dog.

- **Unsupervised machine learning.** An algorithm with unlabeled data that allows the algorithm to identify structure in the inputs, for example by clustering similar data, without a preconceived idea of what to expect. In this technique, an algorithm could, for example, cluster images into groups based on similar features, such as a group of cat images and a group of dog images, without being told that the images in the training set are those of cats or dogs.

- **Semisupervised learning.** An algorithm with a training set that is partially labeled uses the labeled data to determine a pattern and apply labels to the remaining data.

- **Reinforcement learning.** An algorithm performs actions and receives rewards or penalties in return. The algorithm learns by developing a strategy to maximize rewards.

1.2 Development of AI Systems

The development of AI tools to address health care challenges is a complex process that varies for each tool. One reason is that funding sources and people involved may vary over time. For example, funding sources may include health systems, venture capital, or government grants. A tool might initially be developed in a university, then licensed to another organization, and ultimately scaled...
and deployed by a commercial entity. Users of the tools also vary. For example, a user may be a clinician who works directly with patients, or an administrator in a health system who makes decisions about health management of a broader population in the system (see fig. 1).  

Figure 1: Potential users of artificial intelligence (AI) tools and how they might interact with the tools

Sources (photos from top to bottom): GAO, Jacob Lund/stock.adobe.com; GAO; GAO; (illustrations): GAO.

A health system is an organization that includes at least one hospital and at least one group of physicians who are connected through common ownership or joint management.
Development of AI tools involves a multi-stage process that is not necessarily linear and may be iterative, both within and across stages. We provide a highly simplified description of such stages for machine-learning tools below (see fig. 2).9

**Design and development.** Developers of AI tools for health care must first identify the problem they wish to solve and determine whether and how the tool could be designed to help solve the problem. Developers must also identify appropriate data sets, a key source of which is patient data from EHRs. Data are needed both to develop the model and, later in the process, to evaluate it. These data must also be curated—a sometimes labor-intensive process involving steps such as appropriately dividing data into training and test sets, ensuring that there is adequate representation of different categories of interest, and identifying low-quality or irrelevant data.10 Finally, the developers select the most suitable type of algorithm based on factors such as the types and quantity of data it will process, how understandable the algorithm is (interpretability), and time taken to apply what the algorithm learned to new data.

**Evaluation and validation.** Next, developers must iteratively evaluate and validate the predictions made by the AI tool to test how well it is functioning.11 Evaluation is based on discrimination—the ability of the model to correctly rank or distinguish categories—and calibration, which measures how well its predicted

---

9These stages can be characterized in different ways. We include one potential way to characterize them. This characterization is adapted from Sendak et al. It applies to machine learning-based AI tools; expert systems-based AI tools may be different. M. P. Sendak, J. D’Arcy, S. Kashyap, M. Gao, M. Nichols, K. Corey, W. Ratliff, and S. Balu, “A Path for Translation of Machine Learning Products into Healthcare Delivery,” European Medical Journal Innovations, (2020).

10In order to know whether a model is generalizable beyond the initial data used to create it, a developer must try that model on new cases. This involves taking the full data set and splitting it into two pieces: a training set, used to initially train the model, and a test set, used to test the model trained on the training data.

11Evaluation is the process by which a developer selects the best machine learning model for their needs, and validation is a set of steps taken to accomplish this.
probabilities match the actual probabilities. The initial round of evaluation and validation can be done by computer simulation using retrospective data. Validation by computer simulation uses multiple models with different parameters on reduced training sets to determine which models make the most accurate predictions. However, high performance during these validation studies is not sufficient to demonstrate clinical validity or impact. Later rounds take place in production environments such as clinical settings, which can differ dramatically from the environments that store retrospective data. To measure clinical validity or impact, these tools may have to undergo additional prospective studies.

- **Scaling.** Many AI systems are initially designed to solve a problem at one health care system, based on the patient population specific to that location and problem. To scale across different settings, the tool needs to be able to accept and use data from other sources or locations—the more locations, the more complex the challenge.

- **Monitoring and maintenance.** Even after an AI system has been successfully deployed and is in use in a clinical setting, it must be continually monitored and maintained. This is necessary in order to regularly improve the AI systems when, for example: new models are developed, scientific understanding of the disease improves, and new data become available. Iteration of AI systems may also be warranted if regulatory frameworks evolve.

---

12 Retrospective data are existing data that were recorded prior to the work described here.

13 Prospective studies are those where the outcome has not occurred when the study starts, and participants are followed up with over a period of time to determine the occurrence of outcomes.
2 Promise and Status of AI Tools to Augment Patient Care

AI-enabled tools have shown promise in both clinical and administrative applications. Use of these tools could improve patient treatment, reduce burden on providers, and increase resource efficiency at health care facilities, among other potential benefits. Developers have demonstrated these tools in a number of clinical applications, such as supporting clinical decision-making. However, many of the tools we discuss have not yet been widely adopted, with the exception of a tool supporting population health management. Use of AI tools for administrative applications can also affect patient care. The tools we discuss are at varying stages of maturity and adoption, ranging from emerging to widespread technologies.

2.1 Promise of AI Tools to Augment Patient Care

AI in health care has the potential to deliver many benefits, according to the scientific literature and stakeholders, including industry representatives, academic researchers, and health care providers. In general, AI tools augment rather than replace human providers. Studies have demonstrated improved results when providers and AI tools work together rather than each working independently. Examples of key areas where AI tools show promise to augment patient care (see fig. 3) include:

- **Improving treatment.** AI tools could improve provider decision-making with more accurate predictions of a patient’s health trajectory. For example, providers could use AI to predict hospital length-of-stay, readmission, or mortality. Availability of large amounts of health data and advanced analytical tools, such as those using AI, also promise significant advances in precision medicine (i.e., the tailoring of medical treatment to the individual characteristics of each patient). The goal of precision medicine is to allow providers to select patient-specific treatments that minimize harmful side effects and ensure a more successful outcome. By integrating individual patient information with lessons gleaned from large volumes of data on prior patient cases and clinical trajectories, AI tools could assist provider decision-making with a greater comprehensiveness and speed than would be possible without such tools.
• **Reducing burden on providers.** By taking over routine or standardized tasks not requiring human judgement, intuition, or empathy, AI tools could also reduce stress and free providers to spend time on more complex tasks. Provider burnout—a long-term stress reaction marked by emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and a lack of a sense of personal accomplishment—has been on the rise in recent years and can threaten patient safety or quality of care. For example, AI tools that ease the process of documenting clinical notes or automate aspects of the clinical workflow could give providers more time with their patients, thereby enhancing the patient-provider relationship.

• **Increasing resource efficiency.** AI tools could also increase the efficiency with which health care facilities and providers use resources, potentially resulting in cost savings, health gains, or both. For example, AI tools could reduce the need for costly equipment, inform staffing decisions, or help direct resources to patients in the most need of care.

### 2.2 Clinical AI Tools to Augment Patient Care

We identified five categories of clinical applications in which AI tools have shown promise to augment patient care: predicting health trajectories, recommending treatments, guiding surgical care, monitoring patients, and supporting population health management. The selected tools described in these categories are at varying stages of maturity and adoption. We identified several tools in the design and development phase; these tools have been studied in the clinical AI tools. This list is not intended to be exhaustive or representative of all clinical AI tools.

---

14. The tools described in this section are selected examples intended to demonstrate the breadth of current and emerging
scientific literature, but have not yet been clinically validated or tested in humans. The risk-prediction tool for supporting population health management is the only tool we describe that has reached the monitoring and maintenance stage of development. Figure 4 provides a summary of categories and selected tools, which are discussed in more detail after the figure.

**Figure 4: Assessment of selected clinical AI tools to augment patient care**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Stage of development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicting health trajectories</td>
<td><strong>Example:</strong> Sepsis prediction clinical decision support (CDS)</td>
<td>Evaluation and validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can predict sepsis and septic shock before onset and has demonstrated improved outcomes. However, additional studies are needed.</td>
<td>Scaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommending treatments</td>
<td><strong>Example:</strong> Mechanical ventilator CDS</td>
<td>Design and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Could predict when to successfully wean patients from ventilators and may overcome limitations of ventilators with automated weaning modes; however, many studies did not assess effectiveness in a clinical setting.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guiding surgical care</td>
<td><strong>Example:</strong> Planning and post-operative care CDS</td>
<td>Evaluation and validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can assist with surgical planning or predict risk of complications, such as infections or in-hospital mortality.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Example:</strong> Intra-operative CDS</td>
<td>Design and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Could use surgical video data to enhance surgical decision-making by predicting adverse events and guiding providers in real time, according to early studies, but necessary technology is still in its infancy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Example:</strong> Autonomous surgical robots</td>
<td>Design and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Could match or outperform human surgeons for certain tasks, according to early studies in animals, but has not been tested in humans.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring patients</td>
<td><strong>Example:</strong> Patient fall prevention</td>
<td>Scaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can analyze movements in a patient’s room and alert the care team when a fall is predicted.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting population health management</td>
<td><strong>Example:</strong> Risk-prediction</td>
<td>Monitoring and maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can support efforts to use population-level data to identify broad health risks and treatment opportunities for a group of individuals or a community. However, a recent study uncovered racial bias in a widely used tool.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO. | GAO-21-75P
The first three categories include machine-learning-enabled CDS tools (see text box below for more information). According to the scientific literature, many of these tools are described in academic journals but have not been fully integrated into or evaluated in a clinical setting, and evidence of the clinical or economic effect of these tools is limited.

**AI-enabled clinical decision support tools**

Clinical decision support (CDS), which encompasses a variety of tools, intelligently filters information or presents it at appropriate times to enhance health and health care (see fig. 5). Not all CDS tools contain AI software—researchers have been exploring the use of rules-based systems, or first wave AI, in CDS tools since the 1970s, but recent interest has focused on incorporating machine learning, or second wave AI, into these tools.

**Figure 5: Sample workflow for AI-based clinical decision support system**

While the ability of machine-learning-enabled CDS tools to make health-related predictions has shown promise in clinical applications, the development and implementation of these tools is generally still in the early stages of maturity. To date, no machine learning CDS tool using electronic health record (EHR) data has successfully scaled across the health care sector.

Source: GAO analysis of agency documentation and scientific literature. | GAO-21-7SP
2.2.1 Predicting health trajectories

Machine-learning-enabled CDS tools can help predict the likelihood that a patient’s condition will deteriorate. In one example, in 2013-2014 a large integrated health system successfully piloted a machine learning model to identify patients at risk for transfer to the intensive care unit. Other applications in this category include prediction of acute kidney injury and *Clostridioides difficile* infection.\(^{15}\)

One of the most common health concerns targeted by recent machine learning models is sepsis.\(^{16}\) Machine-learning-based sepsis prediction models can predict sepsis and septic shock before onset and have demonstrated improved patient outcomes (see text box for examples). Several studies have shown that early identification and treatment of patients with severe sepsis or septic shock can reduce morbidity, mortality, and hospital length of stay. Of the 21 case studies identified in a 2020 review, six are studies of sepsis prediction models.\(^{17}\)

Developers have begun or published prospective clinical validation of three of these models, and five have received funding from either private or public sources to begin scaling adoption.

---

**Examples of sepsis prediction models**

In a 2015 study, researchers developed a model for predicting the risk of septic shock and identifying at-risk patients hours before onset of the condition. Researchers trained the model using supervised machine learning on publicly available, de-identified intensive care unit (ICU) data. At a specificity of 67 percent and sensitivity of 85 percent, this tool was able to identify patients approximately 28 hours before the onset of septic shock. Additionally, the model was able to identify a majority of patients a median of 7 hours before any sepsis-related organ dysfunction—a point after which mortality rates increase—which is an improvement over routine screening protocols. Study authors validated the model using retrospective data, and among other limitations noted the need for a prospective study to evaluate effects of the tool on therapeutic judgement. The tool is now being commercialized and implemented in two hospitals with three more planned as of 2019.

In another study, researchers conducted a small randomized clinical trial of a different machine-learning-based sepsis prediction model in two ICUs, demonstrating improved patient outcomes. The average length of stay as well as the in-hospital mortality rate decreased in the experimental group as compared to the control group. However, the study authors noted that patient outcomes may have been improved because of increased provider awareness of high-risk patients rather than the early prediction of sepsis.

"Specificity, or the true negative rate, describes the tool’s ability to accurately identify a negative, which in this case is a patient who will not go on to develop sepsis. Sensitivity, or the true positive rate, describes the tool’s ability to accurately identify a positive, which in this case is a patient who will go on to develop sepsis."

---

\(^{15}\) *Clostridioides difficile* is a bacterium that causes diarrhea and colitis (inflammation of the colon). It’s estimated to cause half a million illnesses in the United States each year, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

\(^{16}\) Sepsis is the body’s extreme response to an infection. In 2013, it was the most expensive condition treated in U.S. hospitals, costing payers more than $20 billion, according to the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. Sepsis is life-threatening, and without timely treatment, can rapidly lead to tissue damage, organ failure, and death.

---

Despite promising results, there are limitations to sepsis prediction models. One researcher we spoke to pointed out that the retrospective data used to develop these models may not be representative of all patients who go on to develop sepsis. For example, a provider may treat a patient arriving at the emergency room (ER) with an early-stage infection with antibiotics, preventing the patient from developing sepsis or delaying the onset. The model may then learn that this patient is low-risk for sepsis, when in fact they were high-risk. Additionally, tools may not work when a new disease or other phenomenon emerges, according to an expert. For example, this expert reported having received many questions about using their sepsis prediction model and related tools during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the protocol for ordering laboratory tests for COVID-19 patients is different than that of sepsis patients—for COVID-19, providers are ordering many different types of laboratory tests, whereas the expert’s sepsis prediction model uses one specific laboratory test as proxy for suspicion of infection. The emergence of this new virus may require changes to the way providers think about and respond to sepsis, according to this expert.

2.2.2 Recommending treatments

AI-enabled CDS tools can also recommend treatments to health care providers, potentially helping them make decisions more effective and patient-specific. Machine learning makes it possible to process and use large-scale data from previous cases for clinical decision making in a way that would have been difficult previously. For example, these tools could help personalize treatment decisions for patients by learning from the collective experience of others to identify patients with similar conditions and the outcomes of their treatment. However, when these tools are trained on retrospective data they risk learning the prescribing habits of physicians rather than ideal practices. Examples from the scientific literature include tools used to recommend treatments for cancer, sepsis, and stroke.

Another promising area for AI-enabled CDS tools is in treating patients with mechanical ventilators. While ventilators can be life-saving, both prolonged use and premature weaning are associated with complications, increased mortality rates, and higher hospital costs. Deciding when to wean patients receiving ventilator treatment is an essential aspect of their care. However, there is uncertainty surrounding the best methods for conducting this process. For example, providers are using ventilators to treat COVID-19 patients, and the variation in mortality rates across ICUs suggests that different methods for ventilator management may affect outcomes. Many commercially available ventilators contain automated weaning modes based on rules-based systems. In scientific studies, the use of these tools or clinical guidelines has outperformed the common practice of providers deciding on

---

18 Weaning refers to the process of taking a patient off of mechanical ventilation support and removing the endotracheal tube.

their own when to wean. However, these tools may produce suboptimal results in a clinical environment depending on what data are available and the assumptions of the rules-based system.

Recent research has explored the use of machine-learning-enabled CDS tools for this application, which may overcome some of the limitations of ventilators with automated weaning modes. Machine learning technology can help build models that incorporate the many factors affecting the respiratory system in the ICU. Supervised machine learning is a commonly used technique to train machine-learning-enabled tools for ventilator weaning management. These tools have shown promise in predicting when to successfully wean patients, according to the scientific literature, although mostly as proof-of-concept rather than assessing the effectiveness of the tools in a clinical setting.  

Researchers have also explored the use of reinforcement learning for this task; however, this technology is less mature. In a recent study, researchers used reinforcement learning to develop a CDS tool that would alert providers when a patient is ready to begin weaning. Using publicly available, retrospective ICU data, researchers showed that fewer patients had to be put back on a ventilator when providers followed a protocol similar to the one recommended by the CDS tool. However, using machine learning tools trained on outcomes data, such as timing and success of weaning, to guide this process can also be challenging. For example, successful weaning at a specified time does not preclude the possibility that the patient was ready to wean earlier.

2.2.3 Guiding surgical care

In the field of surgical care, planning and postoperative care are the most mature applications for machine-learning-enabled CDS tools. Other applications, including real-time CDS for surgery and AI-enabled surgical robots, are also active areas of research but are more nascent. One tool for surgical planning that entered clinical trials in 2018 uses computer vision on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans to identify areas for prostate cancer biopsy. In postoperative care, studies have demonstrated that AI tools can predict risk of complications from surgery, such as surgical site infections and in-hospital mortality.

Other surgical applications of AI, such as using machine-learning-enabled CDS tools to enhance surgical decision-making, are also in development but are in their infancy, according to an expert. One application currently under study is the use of computer vision to analyze surgical video in real time to

---


Another area of active research is AI-enabled surgical robotics; however, most current commercial surgical robots are primarily remote-controlled rather than AI-enabled. According to one expert, there are commercial surgical robots in use or coming to the U.S. market that claim to be AI-enabled, but these generally just contain certain AI-enabled features rather than actually guiding surgery. For example, these robotic tools may alert a surgeon when their surgical time is longer than average or predict how many cartridges they can use for the surgical stapler.

AI-enabled autonomous surgical robots have not yet been tested in humans, but studies in animals have demonstrated that they can match or outperform human surgeons for certain tasks. These tools could potentially increase the safety, efficiency, and access to soft tissue surgical procedures. Early attempts at autonomous robotic surgery focused on automating relatively simple tasks such as suturing or knot-tying, but recently researchers have demonstrated more complex tasks. For example, hospital researchers developed a robotic catheter that can autonomously navigate a beating heart in a pig, and demonstrated that its performance was similar to that of experienced surgeons. Automating such tasks could free the surgeon to focus on other aspects of the procedure, potentially reducing the learning curve involved in mastering a new procedure. AI-enabled surgical robots might also have the effect of allowing less-experienced surgeons to safely perform operations and expanding the skills of providers in under-resourced areas. An expert in this area expects to see some level of automation for soft tissue surgical robots in the next 20 to 30 years. This expert said researchers will need to acquire and label surgical video data to properly develop these machines before allowing them to perform surgical tasks autonomously.

2.2.4 Monitoring patients

AI-enabled tools can use the increasing availability of health data, including data from EHRs, wearables, and other sensors, to help monitor patients in health care facilities. According to a recent review, patient monitoring is one of the areas where AI is likely to have the greatest influence. For example, providers can use AI analysis of vital signs for cardiovascular and respiratory monitoring in the ICU.

In another example, health care facilities can use AI-enabled monitoring tools in hospitals to prevent patient falls and reduce provider

---


23Soft tissue refers to muscle, fat, fibrous tissue, blood vessels, or other supporting tissue of the body. Unlike rigid tissue such as bone, unpredictable changes in soft tissue can pose additional challenges during surgery. According to an expert, in certain specialties, such as orthopedic surgery and neurosurgery, there are currently robots that can autonomously drill through bone given certain guidelines.


burden (see fig. 6). According to a 2015 report, hundreds of thousands of hospital patients fall each year. Twenty-six Thirty to 50 percent of those falls result in injury, which can increase the length and cost of the hospital stay or even result in death. One commercial AI tool aiming to help providers address these issues uses computer vision, Bluetooth, and sensors to analyze movements in the patient’s room and alert the care team when a fall is predicted, according to company representatives. They stated the tool can also reduce provider burden by eliminating the need for hourly patient checks, and help predict staffing needs by identifying patients who are visited most frequently. According to company materials, this company also developed new algorithms to use the device for infection control activities in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, the tool can be used to automatically detect whether staff are complying with personal protective equipment (PPE) requirements, and to conduct contact tracing within the health care facility.


27Population health management activities can serve either a clinical or administrative function depending on the application. The risk-prediction tools discussed in this section are clinical applications.

28M. Matheny, S. Thadaney Israni, M. Ahmed, and D. Whicher, eds. Artificial Intelligence in Health Care: The Hope, the Hype, the Promise, the Peril (Washington, DC: National Academy of Medicine, 2019).
However, one risk of using such tools is bias. For example, a commercial risk-prediction tool that large health systems and payers collectively apply to around 200 million people in the United States per year was found to have racial bias in a recent study.\(^{29}\) (For more information on this study see the text box in section 3.2.) According to the study, correcting algorithmic bias requires expert knowledge of the relevant field, the ability to identify and extract relevant data elements, and the capacity to iterate and experiment. However, one of the study’s co-authors stated that the problems in machine learning tools can at least be fixed once identified, whereas bias among humans may not be as readily remedied.

### 2.3 Administrative AI tools to Augment Patient Care

While administrative applications of AI do not always receive the same level of attention as clinical applications, these tools can still address essential aspects of patient care. For example, AI can take over repetitive and routine tasks such as entering patient data, giving the provider more time to spend listening to, examining, and caring for patients. We identified three categories of administrative applications in which AI tools have shown promise to reduce provider burden and increase the efficiency of patient care: recording digital clinical notes, optimizing operational processes, and automating laborious tasks. Similar to clinical applications, the selected tools described in these categories are at varying stages of maturity and adoption.\(^{30}\) However, speech recognition tools are widespread and have reached the monitoring and maintenance phase of development. Only one of the tools we identified, autonomous documentation support, is considered an emerging technology. Figure 7 provides a summary of categories and selected tools, which are described in more detail after the figure.


\(^{30}\) The tools described in this section are selected examples intended to demonstrate the breadth of current and emerging administrative AI tools. This list is not intended to be exhaustive or representative of all administrative AI tools used in health care settings.
2.3.1 Recording digital clinical notes

Providers are beginning to use speech recognition and natural language processing technologies for recording digital notes into EHR systems. Generally, the current generation of EHR systems requires providers to either type or dictate notes. Adoption of EHR systems, although it can reportedly improve care coordination and decision-making, has also been associated with decreased provider satisfaction. In addition, according to a review, it has increased documentation times, reduced quality and length of interaction with patients, and created safety issues, such as corrupted files preventing entry of diagnoses or orders.\(^3\)

To help address some of these problems, a number of products—either on the market now or in development—use speech recognition and natural language processing to transform a provider-patient conversation (and other words spoken during a clinical encounter) into digital notes. The most advanced documentation support tools currently available still rely primarily on the provider to document clinical encounters, but they make the task more simple or effective. Speech recognition tools for transcription

Support tools for documentation with greater autonomy are being tested, but are considered emerging technologies. Using speech recognition to place clinical notes into EHR systems as unstructured data—such as free text—is straightforward, according to a health care system representative we spoke with. However, transforming this information into structured data—such as medical codes—is more challenging for digital tools, as it involves understanding medical terminology and the context of the conversation. According to the representative, their health care system still relies on humans to generate these structured data—transcripts are sent to an external organization where they are transformed into structured data by a doctor. A digital tool may eventually replace humans for this task, but the health care system representative does not expect to see it in the next two to three years. Text summarization methods, using speech recognition, natural language processing, or other kinds of machine learning, could allow documentation support tools to achieve a higher level of automation by going beyond creating a word-for-word transcription of spoken language. However, fully autonomous documentation support tools are not achievable based on available AI technologies, according to a recent review.33

2.3.2 Optimizing operational processes

AI-enabled tools are being used in small-scale pilot projects to support operations management by, for example, optimizing scheduling, staffing, or resource allocation. While health care facilities are increasingly recognizing the importance of analytics to optimize these and related tasks, most of the published work on this topic has not been implemented in the field or was done at the pilot scale, according to one review.34

Use of machine-learning-enabled tools to optimize scheduling has shown promise for increasing the efficiency with which health care facilities use their resources and improving the patient experience. One hospital that is active in this area uses machine learning to optimize scheduling of its 41 operating rooms and to facilitate the flow of people and equipment within the rooms. The machine learning model suggests schedule modifications that could improve efficiency and save costs. It also predicts—and identifies strategies for minimizing—negative effects that schedule changes could have on patient care. The same hospital also

---

uses a machine learning model to identify and send electronic reminders to patients most likely to skip appointments.

In another example, a large cancer treatment center was able to see more patients and decrease their wait times by deploying a data-driven scheduling tool. The center developed and deployed this tool in collaboration with academic researchers. Cancer patients often receive chemotherapy as well as related or supportive treatments through intravenous infusion or pills administered at outpatient facilities. These appointments can last from 30 minutes to 12 hours and are generally scheduled up to 6 weeks in advance. In 2013, the center was experiencing severe overcrowding during peak times, leading to long waits, frustration among providers, and concerns about safety. The treatment center deployed the scheduling tool in 2017 and has seen several benefits, including an increase in patient throughput of 9.5 percent and a 30 minute decrease in the average time patients spend at the center—signaling fewer operational delays.

2.3.3 Automating laborious tasks

Although many of the clinical and administrative applications discussed in this chapter are decision support tools, AI can also take over certain tasks, such as gathering supplies. According to the scientific literature, AI can automate some tasks that are simple but labor-intensive, allowing providers more time to spend with patients. According to reports from NAM, gathering supplies, documentation, and similar activities consume a significant amount of nurses’ time, taking them away from direct patient care. One study found that hospital nurses spent the majority of their time walking between patient rooms and the nursing station. Another study found that surgical nurses walked an additional mile while on duty to obtain supplies and equipment. Distractions and interruptions from non-nursing activities such as gathering supplies present a risk to patient safety, according to NAM.

Many hospitals already employ robots for delivering supplies, among other activities, but they have limitations. For example, many of the currently deployed supply delivery robots do not have an arm and therefore still require a human for tasks such as opening doors and picking up items. These robots also do not significantly interact with clinical staff.

To further automate the gathering and delivering of supplies, companies are developing more sophisticated robots with the ability to execute complex manipulation tasks. The use of AI-enabled robots in a clinical care setting is fairly new and dynamic, and the effects on nursing and patient care have not yet been well studied. According to one company, AI provides their hospital robot assistant with social intelligence, mobility, and the ability to learn from humans. The ability of AI technology to safely navigate indoors

---

35These reports were originally published by the Institute of Medicine which has since been renamed the National Academy of Medicine. Institute of Medicine, *Keeping Patients Safe: Transforming the Work Environment of Nurses* (Washington, D.C.: National Academies Press, 2004); Institute of Medicine, *The Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Health* (Washington, D.C.: National Academies Press, 2011).
and around people has been a key advance in the field to enable the use of robots in hospitals and other settings. As of late 2019, this hospital robot assistant had exited beta testing and was to be officially deployed in a hospital, according to trade press (see fig. 8). A provider organization told us that providers have had a positive response to this robot, finding that it increases efficiency and treating it like part of the team. However, they noted that in emergency situations, nurses preferred to retrieve supplies themselves because they did not want to wait for the robot. Health care facilities are also deploying robot assistants for a number of tasks during the coronavirus pandemic in an attempt to avoid exposing workers.
3 Challenges Surrounding AI Tools to Augment Patient Care

Drawing on information from experts, stakeholders, and the scientific literature, we identified several challenges affecting the use of AI for patient care (see fig. 9). These challenges affect technology developers, health care providers, and patients across the tools’ life cycles and may slow the adoption of such tools. We highlight the following challenges below: difficulties accessing high-quality data, potential bias in data, difficulties in scaling, limited transparency of AI tools, difficulties protecting patient privacy, and uncertainty about liability of AI tools.

![Figure 9: Challenges Surrounding AI Tools to Augment Patient Care](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulty</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Difficulties Accessing High-Quality Data | - Accessing sufficient high-quality data to develop AI tools is a significant challenge.  
- As a result, innovation in AI tools for augmenting patient treatment is being hampered. |
| Potential Bias in Data      | - Bias in data used to develop AI tools can reduce their effectiveness and accuracy.  
- Addressing bias is difficult because electronic health data currently available do not represent the general population. |
| Difficulties in Scaling     | - AI tools can be challenging to scale up and integrate into new settings because of differences among institutions and the patient populations they serve. |
| Limited Transparency of AI Tools | - Both interpretability and explainability pose challenges to explaining an AI tool’s decision-making in an understandable way.  
- This limited transparency can make it difficult or impossible for providers to understand how an AI tool came to a decision and whether and how an error occurred, as well as hampering the development of trust in the AI system. |
| Difficulties Protecting Patient Privacy | - As more AI systems are developed, large quantities of patient data will be in the hands of more people and organizations. This dispersion of data contributes to patient privacy risks.  
- Patient advocacy groups and others have raised concerns, such as about the proliferation of potentially sensitive patient data, potentially without patient consent. |
| Uncertainty about Liability for AI Tools | - There is uncertainty about liability issues related to AI tools for augmenting patient treatment.  
- The large number of people involved with developing and using AI tools as well as limited transparency of the tools contribute to this uncertainty. |

Source: GAO. | GAO-21-7SP
3.1 Difficulties Accessing High-Quality Data

Accessing sufficient high-quality data to develop AI tools is a significant challenge—so much so that it can be considered one of the most important factors when deciding what tools to develop. Data are integral to all phases of AI tool development and deployment. Large quantities of high quality data are needed to train, tune, evaluate, and validate AI models. For example, machine learning models often require millions of pieces of information for training.\textsuperscript{36}

Many factors make it difficult for developers to access high quality data. Data are often siloed in different systems, such as medical imaging archival systems, diagnostic systems, EHRs, electronic prescribing tools, and insurance databases. The various siloes store data in varying formats that cannot easily be reconciled and aggregated, even if the data could be shared. The more systems involved, the more difficult it can be to aggregate the data. In addition, providers and developers may find it difficult to share their data. One reason is that providers may have to take additional steps to obtain patient authorization, or to qualify for an authorization exception, in order to comply with specific use and disclosure requirements in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), and its implementing regulations; see text box. In addition, the commoditization of data sometimes creates disincentives to sharing. Some companies do not share data they have collected because they view it as giving them a competitive advantage over others in developing AI tools. In other cases, companies have purchased or otherwise acquired large data sets and obtained exclusive rights to their use, potentially precluding others from using the data.\textsuperscript{37} Furthermore, it can be time consuming to gain access to data. In the case of some federal health data, gaining access can take 12 to 18 months, according to experts.


\textsuperscript{37}Whether health care providers or other entities that hold patients’ data have legal ownership of the data depends on state law and other factors. Analysis of this complex ownership question is beyond the scope of this Technology Assessment. Additionally, patients have access rights to their data held by HIPAA-covered entities. HIPAA’s implementing regulations, known as the Privacy Rule, generally require covered entities, such as providers, to provide individuals, upon request, with access to PHI about them. 45 C.F.R. § 164.524. (The HIPAA access right does not however, apply to large stores of health-relevant data held by non-HIPAA regulated entities). With regard to providers’ sale of patient data, HIPAA-covered providers may not sell PHI unless the affected patients grant a HIPAA authorization. 45 C.F.R. §§ 164.502(a)(5)(ii), 164.508(a)(4). The Privacy Rule does not restrict the use or disclosure of de-identified health information as it is no longer considered PHI.
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA)

Health data may include individually identifiable health and genetic information that, in many instances, is protected by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), as amended, and its implementing regulations, known as the Privacy Rule, as well as by other federal and state laws. The Privacy Rule, when it applies, governs the use and disclosure of individuals’ health and genetic information and provides individuals with privacy rights regarding their health information.

The Privacy Rule applies to certain “HIPAA-covered entities”—which include health plans, health care clearinghouses, and health care providers. They are generally prohibited from using or disclosing protected health information without the individual’s authorization, unless the use fits within one of the HIPAA Privacy Rule’s specific authorization exceptions. These exceptions include, for example, disclosure of protected health information that has been de-identified; use of data for review preparatory to research or for a limited data set; disclosures of data to public health authorities; or disclosures for use in research if the covered entity obtains documentation that an institutional review or a privacy board has granted waiver of the authorization requirement.

Yet another obstacle is that some data sets might not contain data of value in large enough quantities to train algorithms. In some cases this is because data are stored in fragmented systems and the processes to make the data interoperable may be too time- and resource-intensive to be worthwhile. In other cases, the data may not exist. For example, rare diseases occur in only a small fraction of the general population, resulting in a limited amount of rare disease data.

Another impediment to data access is that patient records do not always include all of the data developers need. EHRs generally are not a comprehensive source of a patient’s entire health care record. A key reason is lack of interoperability. When EHR systems are interoperable, information can be sent from one provider to another and then seamlessly integrated into the receiving provider’s EHR system. However, EHRs are maintained at the level of health care institutions and providers and in practice, standards used by EHR systems can vary among providers and even among EHR systems used within the same hospital. This can lead to disjointed, incomplete records.

Innovation in AI tools is being hampered by such data access issues. Furthermore, some developers may be disadvantaged compared to others. For example, developers within a company or in an academic setting may still have access to data through their own organizations. However, developers who are not part of a health care system may need to first partner with other organizations to gain
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38 In previous work, GAO described five key challenges to achieving EHR interoperability: 1) insufficiencies in health data standards, 2) variation in state privacy rules, 3) accurately matching patients’ health records, 4) costs associated with interoperability, and 5) the need for governance and trust among entities, such as agreements to facilitate the sharing of information among all participants in an initiative. GAO, Electronic Health Records: Nonfederal Efforts to Help Achieve Health Information Interoperability, GAO-15-817 (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 16, 2015).

39 In response to requirements governing interoperability and information blocking in the 21st Century Cures Act, the HHS Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT promulgated regulations that, among other things, adopt interoperability standards for data access, exchange, and constituent data elements required to support interoperability. 21st Century Cures Act: Interoperability, Information Blocking, and the ONC Health IT Certification Program. 85 Fed. Reg. 25,642 (May 1, 2020).

access to certain data sets. In addition, high-resource hospitals are more likely to have greater volumes of data and higher quality data compared to smaller, lower-resource hospitals. This may exacerbate disparities among such locations, as tools can be more readily developed for high-resource settings.

3.2 Potential Bias in Data

Bias in data used to develop AI tools can reduce their safety and effectiveness for patients who differ—whether genetically or in socioeconomic status, general health status, or other characteristics—from the population whose data were used to develop the tool. For example, if an AI tool is developed using data from a high-resource hospital and later applied to a community-based hospital with a different patient population, the tool may not necessarily be safe for the new population or perform as effectively in the new location. Bias can be introduced in a number of ways, including when 1) the data used come only from certain populations and do not represent all the populations for which the tool would be used, 2) certain subgroups of patients are not represented in sufficient numbers, and 3) documentation or clinical reasoning is less accurate or systematically different across sites.

Addressing bias can be difficult because AI relies on data generated by humans or collected by systems created by humans. Biases can enter AI systems and as a result, AI tools may reproduce or increase existing bias. (See text box on following page for a potential consequence.) In particular, studies have shown that electronic health data do not currently represent the general population. High-resource hospitals often were early adopters of EHR systems and thus may have larger volumes of high-quality electronic data that now can be used to develop and train AI tools. However, the data from such hospitals may underrepresent some patient populations. Similarly, genomic data may be helpful in developing AI tools, but they may also underrepresent populations. For example, data from individuals of African and Latin American ancestry, Hispanic people, and native or indigenous peoples represented less than 4 percent of samples collected in genome-wide association studies as of 2016.
Bias in a commercial AI risk prediction tool

A recent study uncovered racial bias in a commercial risk-prediction tool that large health systems and payers nationwide use to screen patients for “high-risk care management programs”—programs that aim to provide additional resources to patients with complex health needs. The tool’s algorithm used a patient’s health care costs as a proxy for their health. Although these two variables are correlated—sicker patients generally need more care—disparities in health care access, among other factors, mean that on average African American patients have lower medical costs at the same level of health as Caucasian patients. As a result, the Caucasian patients who met the criteria for referral to these high-risk care programs were significantly healthier than the African American patients, and fixing the disparity could increase the percentage of African American patients receiving additional care. Correcting such biases requires expert knowledge of the relevant field, the ability to identify and extract relevant data elements, and the capacity to iterate and experiment. The authors of this study are currently collaborating with the algorithm developer to incorporate better predictors of health into future versions.


3.3 Difficulties in Scaling

AI tools can be challenging to integrate into new settings (e.g., applying a tool developed at one hospital in another) and to scale up (e.g., taking a tool developed at one hospital and applying it across an entire health care system) because of differences among institutions and the patient populations they serve. Population differences can make it difficult to scale and integrate AI tools for the same reasons that they can introduce bias: tools developed with non-representative data may not be generalizable. Similarly, institutional differences can make scaling and integration difficult because AI tools developed in one setting, such as at a high-resource hospital, may make recommendations that are inappropriate in another, such as a low-resource hospital. For example, one article reported that an AI system developed at a high-resource setting (such as an academic medical center) that uses data from that location may recommend a powerful dose of specialized medicine because trained nurses and other specialists are available to intervene and monitor negative side effects. The same recommendation at a low-resource setting, such as a community or rural hospital without such resources, might not work because the AI tool might not be able to take these constraints into account. Additionally, an AI tool may make recommendations for treatments using technologies that are unavailable in a low-resource hospital.

In some cases it may be feasible to integrate a tool into a new setting by adapting the model to the different environment. AI tools developed using EHR data at one location can sometimes be integrated into a new setting by retraining on data specific to the EHR infrastructure of new site, but this can be costly. For example, one review estimated that a sepsis prediction tool would cost $700,000 to scale across three sites, whereas an end-of-life prediction tool would cost over $30 million to integrate into more than 25 sites. However, scaling a tool across a health care system can be even more difficult because there is more variation among settings. Examples of tools that have been integrated across the health care system are rare. In fact, one review stated that there are
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no clinical decision support AI tools using EHR data that have successfully scaled across a health care system.\textsuperscript{47} However, as was previously mentioned, some risk-prediction tools have been scaled more widely, such as the tool described in the previous text box, although in that case with mixed success due to bias issues.

3.4 Limited Transparency of AI Tools

The limited transparency of AI tools used in health care—referred to by some experts as “black box medicine”—makes it difficult for providers, regulators, and others to determine whether an AI tool is safe and effective.\textsuperscript{48} For one thing, the decision-making of AI algorithms can be difficult or impossible to explain; in fact, with some complex machine learning algorithms, even their developers cannot determine how they work. Furthermore, some machine learning algorithms continuously learn and adapt, so how they work may change over time.

In addition, AI developers do not always share information so that it can be subjected to broader scrutiny. Scrutiny by other experts is critical to ensuring the accuracy and integrity of scientific research. Additionally, there can be limited information available to help ensure the validity, safety, and effectiveness of some AI tools. For example:

- As is common in the machine learning community more broadly, many studies about AI tools for patient care have only been published online without being submitted to peer-reviewed journals, and reported results may not include assessments of data quality. In addition, we found that some tools are not assessed in clinical settings.
- One review article expressed concern that even though studies often document the accuracy of AI tools, accuracy does not necessarily represent clinical efficacy.\textsuperscript{49} That same article stated that in order for a provider to assess the relative effectiveness of two tools for use on their patient population, both tools would need to be subjected to comparison on the same independent test set that is representative of the target population, but such comparisons are generally not done.
- Developers may not share the details of their algorithms, including how they were developed and validated, in order to protect their intellectual property from competitors.

Providers are not routinely receiving training about AI systems that could better enable them to critically assess AI tools in order to use them safely and to be able to explain them to patients. Some experts also expressed concern that providers are not being adequately involved in the development of AI tools, which would give them a better understanding of the tools and have the additional benefit of helping to ensure the tools best fit the needs of providers.

\textsuperscript{47}Sendak et al 2020.
The limited transparency of AI tools has many consequences. It can make it difficult or impossible for providers to understand how an AI tool came to a decision and whether and how an error occurred. It is also difficult to evaluate or otherwise determine the quality of algorithms, including their effectiveness. In addition, limited information on data sets used to develop tools could make it challenging for providers to determine whether the tool was trained on data that were representative of a particular population, as well as what the accuracy and error rates are for different patient subgroups.

Finally, limited transparency also affects trust in an AI tool because providers may not adequately understand the tool. Having an appropriate level of trust in the tool is an important aspect of determining whether to take action based on a prediction, or even whether to deploy a new tool for use within a provider’s office. A lack of trust can lead providers to under-rely on a tool, such as by ignoring its recommendations or not using it. Under-reliance on a tool precludes the provider from making full use of its capabilities and the patient from reaping its benefits. In contrast, providers may over-rely on a tool. For example, automation bias occurs when users rely on recommendations given by an AI tool even when they know or should know the tool is wrong. Over-reliance on the AI tool eliminates a human-based intervention that acts as a check on a tool’s potential errors.

Two experts and one agency expressed concerns related to this challenge. First, the National Institute of Standards and Technology described a lack of standards for what constitutes a sufficient explanation of an AI tool’s performance. This could lead to uncertainty about what is required and allows developers to share minimal information about these already difficult to understand systems. In the absence of sufficient publicly available information, regulatory oversight could help assure providers that tools are safe and effective. However, two experts expressed concern that it is unclear what tools the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) will regulate, with one expert stating that FDA may only oversee a fraction of AI tools. One expert also stated that they did not see FDA positioning itself to play an active role in premarket clearance or approval processes for these technologies. In 2019, FDA issued a proposed regulatory framework for machine learning-based software as a medical device (SaMD), but it has not yet promulgated any regulations. Without more transparency or approval from an oversight body, it may be difficult for providers to determine whether a tool is safe and effective and may hinder widespread adoption of AI tools.

3.5 Difficulty Protecting Patient Privacy

As more AI systems are developed and deployed in clinical settings, large quantities of patient data will be in the hands of more people and organizations, which can
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contribute to patient privacy risks. Health records are rich in valuable and sensitive information, such as social security numbers, addresses, mental health information, communicable disease diagnoses, and credit card information.

According to a 2018 report, hackers of all types (e.g., nation-state actors, cyber criminals, hacktivists) have found numerous ways to make money from illegally obtained health care data. Examples include selling data on the black market to facilitate Medicare fraud and identity theft, and gathering foreign intelligence. Health information technology includes connected, networked systems and leverages wireless technologies, leaving such systems more vulnerable to cyber attack. Although the HIPAA Security Rule requires appropriate administrative, physical, and technical safeguards to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and security of electronic protected health information (PHI), studies indicate that the number of data breaches in the health industry—including from cyber attack and from insiders intentionally or unintentionally leaking information—may be among the highest of any sector. Multiple reports have shown problems related to understanding of some basic cybersecurity measures among health care organization staff.

To help protect patient privacy and reduce potential access to personally identifiable information while allowing secondary use of data, the HIPAA Privacy Rule allows providers to share patient data without authorization as long as they first “de-identify” the data—remove patients’ PHI. Because about half of the U.S. population can be identified with the combination of their date of birth, sex, and five digit zip code, removing PHI is an essential step to protecting patient data. The Privacy Rule’s most commonly used de-identification method requires removal of
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54 The HIPAA Security Rule establishes national standards to protect individuals’ electronic PHI that is created, received, used, or maintained by a covered entity. 45 C.F.R. pt. 160 and pt. 164, subpts. A and C.

55 The Privacy Rule was designed to protect individually identifiable health information by permitting only certain uses and disclosures of PHI provided by the rule, or as authorized by the individual subject of the information. However, in recognition of the potential utility of health information even when it is not individually identifiable, see 45 C.F.R. §164.502(d), the Privacy Rule permits a covered entity or its business associate to create information that is not individually identifiable by following the de-identification standard and implementation specifications in 45 C.F.R. §164.514(a)-(b). These provisions allow the entity to use and disclose information that neither identifies nor provides a reasonable basis to identify an individual and includes two methods: 1) a formal determination by a qualified expert; or 2) the removal of specified individual identifiers as well as absence of actual knowledge by the covered entity that the remaining information could be used alone or in combination with other information to identify the individual.

various data fields, such as names, social security numbers, account numbers, and full faced photographs. This de-identification offers some protection to patients—if their data are hacked or leaked, for example, it should reduce the likelihood that recipients will be able to identify patients’ PHI. However, governmental advisory bodies acknowledge that even properly de-identified data retain some risk of re-identification. Researchers have shown that it is possible to re-identify patients using outside sources of information, although risks of re-identification vary. For example, one study re-identified patients in two states by cross-referencing anonymized patient records and local newspaper articles. Furthermore, there are concerns that increasingly sophisticated computer techniques may make it easier to re-identify data.

Patient advocacy groups and others have raised additional concerns about how potentially sensitive patient data are used. Some of these concerns pertain to companies and providers profiting from data that providers gathered from patients as well as a lack of transparency for patients that such uses are occurring. For example, providers are forming business arrangements with technology companies and developers whereby they transfer their patients’ de-identified data for technology development purposes. In one example, a provider shared its de-identified patient data with an AI developer in exchange for partial ownership of the developer. In another case, an artificial intelligence company obtained a large dataset and publicly described a very narrow intended use of the data, but was contractually allowed to use the data in many more ways than were made apparent. Another concern that a patient advocacy group identified is the potential for companies to unaccountably use re-identified data, such as in a discriminatory manner. There is a long history of concern about health data being used by employers to discriminate, based, for example, on mental health status or diseases such as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Furthermore, even when there is patient authorization, two experts told us that it may be obtained through blanket consent forms that patients may not read. As a result, even with authorization, patients’ data may be used in ways that are not clear to the patient. Because of patient concerns about how their data may be used, patients may ultimately become less willing to communicate important medical information to their providers, which could lead to a decline in care for patients who do not share critical medical information.
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60 45 C.F.R. § 164.528 provides individuals with a right to receive an accounting of disclosures of PHI made by a covered entity in the six years prior to the date on which the accounting is requested, subject to certain exceptions. Health information that is de-identified in accordance with 45 C.F.R. § 164.514 is not PHI.
3.6 Uncertainty about Liability for AI Tools

Multiple experts told us that there is uncertainty about liability issues related to AI tools for augmenting patient care. There are many reasons that contribute to this. For example:

- Because many parties are involved in developing and using these tools, it may be difficult to determine who is responsible—the developer, provider, or someone else—if a problem arises.
- According to some legal experts, AI is new to clinical practice, and there is no case law on liability involving medical AI. As a result, it is unclear what types of claims courts will recognize. The absence of litigated cases also creates uncertainty about the legal doctrines courts may apply when resolving such claims. Furthermore, FDA’s regulatory treatment of these technologies is still evolving.
- Because of limited understanding of how some AI tools perform, it may be difficult and, in some cases potentially not possible, to identify the cause of a medical error. If providers are concerned that using a tool could leave them liable for its errors or shortcomings, this uncertainty could slow the adoption of AI tools. According to one expert, this may stifle innovation because developers would take a more risk averse approach to product development.
4 Policy Options to Enhance Benefits or Address Challenges of AI Tools to Augment Patient Care

We developed six policy options that policymakers—Congress, elected officials, federal agencies, state and local governments, academic research institutions, and industry, among others—could take to enhance the benefits of AI technologies to augment care in health care facilities or to respond to the challenges discussed in the previous chapter. The first five options would aim to do so by encouraging collaboration, improving data sharing, encouraging the development of best practices, fostering interdisciplinary education, and clarifying oversight mechanisms. The sixth option is to maintain the status quo. For each option, we analyze potential opportunities and considerations.

While we present options to address the major challenges we identified, the options are not intended to be exhaustive. We intend policy options to provide policymakers with a broader base of information for decision-making. The options are neither recommendations to federal agencies nor matters for congressional consideration. We did not rank the options in any way. We are not suggesting that they be done individually or combined in any particular fashion. Additionally, depending on the options selected, additional steps might need to be taken on potential design and legal issues. We did not conduct work to assess how effective the options may be, and express no view regarding the extent to which legal changes would be needed to implement them.
Policy Option: Collaboration

Policymakers could encourage interdisciplinary collaboration between developers and health care providers.

Potential Opportunities

- Early and consistent collaboration could help developers design AI tools that are easier to implement and use within providers’ existing workflow and associated constraints. According to one provider organization, providers are only seen as the end-user of the product. However, they can also contribute to product design because they have useful information on how the products may affect their workflow and the patient experience, as well as insight on how to best design the tools to be easily implementable. Such collaboration could allow the technology to be implemented on a larger scale. For example, front-line providers are more likely to adopt AI tools that they help to create, because they have the institutional knowledge to build and refine tools that affect their daily work. Collaboration prior to deployment could ensure that tools are usable for providers. Additionally, one researcher we interviewed suggested that a major barrier to scalable implementation of AI is lack of integration into existing workflow processes and the current infrastructure of health systems. If developers and providers collaborate to design products that complement provider workflow, health systems may not need to expend resources to create workarounds to enable successful integration. For example, one company fostered collaboration by having health care providers and developers work side-by-side to create a tool designed to integrate smoothly into nurses’ workflow and existing call bell system.

- Policymakers could use innovative approaches to encourage such collaboration. According to one company representative, an approach that could promote collaboration is to hold hackathons where computer engineers, other technology experts, and providers collaborate to find solutions that use AI technology. As we previously reported, another innovative approach is a challenge format, in which organizations create a challenge to encourage the public to find solutions. For example, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) launched an AI Health Outcomes Challenge in 2019, seeking input from innovators inside and outside the health care sector to harness AI solutions for predicting health outcomes for potential use at the agency.

Potential Considerations

- Collaboration may create tools that are specific to one hospital or provider, further contributing to scalability challenges we identified earlier. For example, AI tools that were designed around site-specific variations, such as size and patient population, may enable the AI tool to work more effectively in one location than another.

- Health care providers may not have time to both collaborate with developers and treat patients. However, organizations can provide protected time for employees to engage in innovation activities such as collaboration, according to a guide developed by providers.

Source: GAO.

### Potential Opportunities

- Increasing the availability of high-quality data could facilitate the development and testing of AI tools. 
  
  One expert told us that increased data access could expand the number of developers and researchers who create and test tools. 
  
  As stated in chapter 3, there are constraints related to collecting high-quality, representative data for developing AI systems. 
  
  Increased data access could eliminate some of these barriers and allow developers to create AI projects that are developed and tested on more representative datasets.

- Policymakers could consider increasing data access by creating a type of mechanism known as a data commons—a cloud-based platform where users can store, share, access, and interact with data and other digital objects. 
  
  For example, the Stanford Institute for Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence proposed a National Research Cloud, which would be a partnership between academia, government, and industry to provide access to resources, potentially including a large-scale, government-held data set in a secure cloud environment to develop and train AI.

- Additionally, a 2019 executive order asked federal agencies to identify opportunities to increase access to and use of federal data and models. 
  
  In response to the executive order as well as other internal plans, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) released a plan to change the way the department internally shares and leverages data across HHS agencies using an interagency data hub. 
  
  The hub is intended to give HHS staff quicker and easier access to data from other HHS agencies.

- Increasing access to high-quality data could help developers address bias concerns by ensuring data are representative, transparent, and equitable. 
  
  A common platform would allow people to test and validate their algorithms across multiple health systems or data sets. 
  
  The replication of outputs in multiple situations could prevent the introduction of bias into the algorithm as it is being tested and validated. 
  
  Enhanced data sharing can also mitigate bias by ensuring open access to the data so developers and providers can assess how the AI was trained and tested.

### Potential Considerations

- Agencies and other stakeholders would likely need to expend resources to successfully coordinate across their respective domains. 
  
  One expert expressed concern that a large amount of existing data may not be useful because the data are not interoperable across domains. 
  
  Agencies and stakeholders that collect and store data could take steps to make the data interoperable but this would likely require a large component of skilled labor and investment, according to the same expert. 
  
  For example, we previously described how the Department of Veteran’s Affairs and the Department of Defense abandoned a joint EHR integration project because of concerns about the program’s cost, schedule, and inability to meet deadlines, and replaced the project with a goal of developing separate systems that could still be made interoperable. The interagency program office reported spending about $564 million on the project between 2011 and 2013.

- Health care providers that own patient data often consider those data proprietary and valuable, and often sell such data to other firms. 
  
  These companies may be reluctant to share such information freely with their competitors.

- Cybersecurity and privacy risks could increase as more data are accessed and shared. 
  
  If PHI is accessed inappropriately, patients can face discrimination or financial threats, according to a think tank report. 
  
  According to a Department of Defense Office of the Inspector General report, health care breaches of PHI affected over 46 million patients from April 2018 through April 2020 and were caused by cyber attacks, theft, improper disposal of data, and unauthorized access. 
  
  To try to avoid risks associated with the use and disclosure of PHI, as an alternative, de-identified data may be shared in some circumstances. 
  
  For example, the National Institutes of Health’s All of Us Research Program aims to gather detailed health information from over one million Americans while taking precautions such as removing identifying information from data before its use, enacting strict internal policies and procedures to prevent misuse of data, and requiring researchers to agree not to re-identify data.
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Policy Option: Best Practices

Policymakers could encourage relevant stakeholders and experts to establish best practices (such as standards) for development, implementation, and use of AI technologies.

Potential Opportunities

- Best practices can help providers deploy AI tools in hospitals and health care systems by providing guidance on a number of issues, such as those relating to data, interoperability, bias, and implementation. For example, best practices could help hospitals identify the appropriate amount of testing required to help ensure it is safe to implement an AI tool in their hospital, as well as guide them through gathering data on the AI tool’s performance to ensure it is working as intended.

- Best practices could improve scalability of AI tools by enhancing interoperability. As discussed above, scaling AI tools can be difficult because of challenges related to retraining models using differently formatted data, among other things. Standards such as those identified by the Interoperability Standards Advisory (ISA) may be able to help address this challenge. As we previously reported, the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) uses the ISA process to coordinate interoperability standards and implementation specifications for clinical information technology needs. These standards could help hospitals improve interoperability of their data, which could support data gathering efforts to develop AI tools.

- Best practices may also help reduce bias in AI tools. As discussed above, data used to train AI algorithms may underrepresent certain groups. Best practices for representation in training data sets may help mitigate the introduction of bias into algorithms and may help improve the performance of the AI technology for a wider demographic base. Similarly, a standard that requires or encourages transparency in data sets can help reduce bias by allowing researchers to assess sources of data, characteristics within the data, and other information that may put algorithms at risk of bias.

- Standing working groups or committees could identify the areas in which best practices would be most beneficial, develop, and periodically update best practices to help ensure they remain current and relevant. Meetings could occur with representatives from academia, patient and physician advocacy groups, industry, and the federal government, among other entities.

Potential Considerations

- The creation of best practices, such as standards, could require consensus from many public- and private-sector stakeholders, which can be time-intensive as well as a significant resource commitment. We previously reported that development of standards can take anywhere from 18 months to a decade to complete and require multiple iterations.

- Some best practices may not be widely applicable because institutions and patient populations differ across locations. For example, we previously reported that rural hospitals serve patients who have distinct characteristics, such as a higher percentage of residents who are elderly, have limitations in activities caused by chronic conditions, and have lower median household income. The resources required to manage patients in these settings may differ from those required in non-rural hospitals.

Source: GAO.  |  GAO-21-7SP


### Policy Option: Interdisciplinary Education

Policymakers could create opportunities for more workers to develop interdisciplinary skills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential Opportunities</th>
<th>Potential Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Interdisciplinary education could help providers use tools effectively. For example, a 2019 National Academy of Medicine (NAM) report described the importance of expanding training and educational programs in AI and health care. According to NAM, education that engages health care providers, AI developers, implementers, and health care system leaders could help them benefit from and sustain the use of AI tools.</td>
<td>• Employers and university leaders may have to modify their existing curriculum. One researcher we spoke with discussed how adding AI-related coursework without removing other requirements may increase the length of medical training. Medical training is already lengthy in some cases—in a prior report we described how medical students must complete an undergraduate degree and typically 4 years of medical school, and may require an additional 3-5 years of residency training, depending on the specialty. However, another expert described how creating new career tracks that integrate AI into medical training could mitigate this concern. This would allow providers to complete AI training as part of normal coursework.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Policymakers could implement this option in a variety of ways, including changing academic curriculum or through research grants. For example, the National Institutes of Health provides funding for mentored research and career development support for certain students. Further, the VA administers a Big Data-Scientist Training Enhancement Program, which provides opportunities for postdoctoral fellows and other researchers to gain experience working in one of the VA Medical Centers on AI/big data initiatives. Policymakers could consider more efforts that help provide researchers with interdisciplinary skills and experience.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Providers might more critically evaluate recommendations from AI tools and therefore make better decisions if they better understand how such technologies work. According to one study, interdisciplinary education might help providers more effectively supervise AI tools and recognize cases where algorithms are not working as intended.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO.
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Policy Option: Oversight Clarity

Policymakers could collaborate with relevant stakeholders to clarify appropriate oversight mechanisms.

Potential Opportunities

- Regular, predictable oversight of AI tools could help ensure that AI tools remain safe and effective after deployment in clinical settings and throughout their lifecycle, in the case of machine learning tools that evolve over time. FDA’s 2019 discussion paper on a proposed regulatory framework for AI/machine-learning-based SaMD describes a regulatory framework that aims to promote a mechanism for tool manufacturers to be continually vigilant in maintaining the safety and effectiveness of their SaMD. It includes a total product lifecycle regulatory approach, which could allow devices to continually improve after they are in use, while also providing safeguards. However, the proposed framework is in draft form and is not intended to serve as guidance or regulations for developers of SaMD. Finalized guidance or regulations from FDA, including details and examples of what types of AI tools they cover, could improve predictability, so that developers better understand what will be required of them. In addition, knowing whether AI tools will be regulated as medical devices may provide insights into questions of liability.

- A forum consisting of relevant stakeholders could help recommend additional mechanisms to ensure appropriate oversight of AI tools. Such efforts could focus on tools that FDA does not oversee or provide additional support to FDA for those that it does oversee. For example, the International Medical Device Regulators Forum is a collaborative effort across governments to clarify appropriate oversight mechanisms. The Forum is comprised of a group of medical device regulators from around the world who voluntarily come together to harmonize the regulatory requirements for medical products that vary from country to country. A similar forum for AI tools to augment patient care could meet to pursue clarity on issues such as liability, evaluation, and others.

Potential Considerations

- Soliciting input and coordinating among stakeholders, such as hospitals, professional organizations, and agencies, may be challenging. For example, interagency groups face challenges defining outcomes, measuring performance, and establishing leadership approaches. These challenges for collaborative groups may slow the pace of oversight or lead to oversight uncertainty. For example, we previously reported on how oversight of certain federal laws applicable to private health coverage was split between states, HHS, the Department of Labor, and the Department of the Treasury. This required a multitude of coordination efforts, including: formal agreements between states and the federal government, informal ongoing communication, technical assistance and outreach, and grant funding. The states also instituted surveys and the agencies held a listening session to fine tune their efforts. While these coordination efforts were useful, we discussed how stakeholders told us that more guidance and clarity would also be helpful.

- Experts we spoke with indicated that excess regulation could slow the pace of innovation. A 2020 draft Office of Management and Budget memorandum encourages federal agencies to avoid regulatory or non-regulatory actions that needlessly hamper AI innovation and growth.

Source: GAO. | GAO-21-7SP


## Policy Option: Status Quo

Policymakers could maintain the status quo (i.e., allow current efforts to proceed without intervention).

### Potential Opportunities

- Challenges surrounding the use of AI to augment patient care that we identified earlier in our report may be resolved through current efforts.
- As we discuss earlier in this report, some hospitals and providers are already using AI to augment patient care and may not need policy-based solutions to continue expanding the use of such technologies. For example, Duke Health has developed and is using an AI tool that helps identify patients in the early stages of sepsis.
- Existing efforts may prove more beneficial than new options. For example, some stakeholders are engaging in knowledge sharing with others in the field already, which may address some issues associated with deployment of AI tools in patient care. For example, the National Institutes of Health, the National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences, along with the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering and the National Cancer Institute, held a meeting with representation from industry, academia, and federal agencies to discuss issues related to data, bias, and transparency for AI in health care. A subsequent white paper from the meeting proposed solutions for issues associated with machine learning in health care.80

### Potential Considerations

- The challenges described earlier in the report may remain unresolved or be exacerbated. For example, fewer AI tools may be implemented at scale. According to one researcher we spoke with, under the status quo there will be slow and limited progress.
- Disparities in the use of AI tools because of scalability challenges may be exacerbated. High resource health systems may be more likely to overcome implementation barriers than their low resource counterparts.

---
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The health care ecosystem is witnessing a surge of artificial intelligence (AI)-driven technologies and products that can potentially augment care delivery outside of hospital and clinic settings. These tools can be used to conduct remote monitoring, support telehealth visits, or target high-risk populations for more intensive health care interventions. With much of patients’ time spent outside of a hospital or a provider’s office, these tools can offer invaluable benefits in facilitating patients’ access to their provider teams in convenient ways, facilitating providers’ understanding of their patients’ daily habits, extending care access to underserved communities, and delivering personalized, real-time care in the patient’s home environment. More importantly, by expanding care to novel settings (e.g., home, office), these technologies could empower patients and caregivers, as most of these tools are aimed at helping patients adapt their own behaviors or facilitating bidirectional communication between patients and clinicians for more personalized care. The authors of this manuscript refer to these such environments as “health settings outside the hospital and clinic,” abbreviated and referred to as HSOHC (pronounced “h-sock”) hereafter (see Figure 1). In some instances, the capabilities of these tools are proving to be extremely timely in continuing care delivery amidst the disruptions posed by the COVID-19 pandemic.

While a number of AI applications for care delivery outside of the hospital and clinical setting in medical specialties ranging from cardiology to psychiatry are either currently available or in development, their reliability and true utility in improving patient outcomes are highly variable. In addition, fundamental logistical issues exist, including product scalability, inter-system data standardization and integration, patient and provider usability and adoption, and insurance reform that must be overcome prior to effective implementation of AI technologies. Broader adoption of AI in health care and long-term data collection must also contend with urgent ethical and equity challenges, including patient privacy, exacerbation of existing inequities and bias, and fair access, particularly in the context of the U.S.’s fragmented mix of private and public health insurance programs.
Figure 1: Artificial Intelligence in Health Settings Outside the Hospital and Clinic

Note: Represented in the orange third are the typical hospital and clinic settings. Represented in the blue two-thirds are the settings in which most health-related events and human experiences unfold, including the home, work, and community environments. Health-relevant data captured in these settings, for example via smartphone and wearable technology, can inform personalized and timely interventions, as well as public and environmental health assessments.

Introduction and Scope

To address the U.S. health care system’s deep-seated financial and quality issues [1], several key stakeholders, including health systems, retail businesses, and technology firms, are taking steps to transform the current landscape of health care delivery. Notable among these efforts is the expansion of health care services outside the hospital and clinic settings [2,3]. These novel settings, or HSOHC, and modes of care delivery include telehealth, retail clinics, and home and office environments. Care delivered in these environments often incorporates advanced technological applications such as wearable technology (e.g., smartwatches), remote monitoring tools, and virtual assistants.

The growing adoption of these technologies in the past decade [4] presents an
opportunity for a paradigm shift in U.S. health care toward more precise, economical, integrated, and equitable care delivery. Coupled with advances in AI, the potential impact of such technologies expands exponentially (see Box 1 for key definitions). Machine learning (ML), a subdomain of AI, can take advantage of continuous data regarding activity patterns, peripheral physiology, and ecological momentary assessments of mood and emotion (all gathered in the home, school, community, and office settings) to predict risk for future health events and behavioral tendencies, and ultimately suggest personalized lifestyle modifications and treatment options. The increasing affordability of remote monitoring devices, decreased dependence on brick-and-mortar health care infrastructure, and real-time feedback mechanisms of these tools position AI as an indispensable factor in achieving the Quintuple Aim of health care:

- better patient outcomes
- better population health
- lower costs
- increased clinician well-being
- prioritized health equity and inclusiveness

These tools, which use ML and conversational agents—another application of AI—are also particularly suitable for addressing and continuing care during the COVID-19 pandemic (see Box 1 for key definitions). In fact, the spread of COVID-19 has catalyzed many digital health and AI-related tools to augment personal and population health in the U.S. and in many other parts of the world.

While a number of AI applications for care delivery outside of the hospital and clinical setting in medical specialties ranging from cardiology to psychiatry are either currently available or in development, their reliability and true utility in improving patient outcomes are highly variable. In addition, fundamental logistical issues exist, including product scalability, inter-system data standardization and integration, patient and provider usability and adoption, and insurance reform that must be overcome prior to effective implementation of AI technologies. Broader adoption of AI in health care and long-term data collection must also contend with urgent ethical and equity challenges, including patient privacy, exacerbation of existing inequities and bias, and fair access, particularly in the context of the U.S.’s fragmented mix of private and public health insurance programs.

In this discussion paper, the authors outline and examine the opportunities AI presents to transform health care in new and evolving arenas of care, as well as the significant challenges surrounding the
sustainable application and equitable development and deployment that must be overcome to successfully incorporate these novel tools into current infrastructures. The discussion paper concludes by proposing steps for institutional, governmental, and policy changes that may facilitate broader adoption and equitable distribution of AI-driven health care technologies and an integrated vision for a home health model.

**Box 1: Key Artificial Intelligence Terminology Definitions**

**Artificial intelligence (AI)** “refers to the capacity of computers or other machines to exhibit or simulate intelligent behavior” (Oxford English Dictionary).

Artificial intelligence writ large is comprised of several domains. Some of the critical terms utilized in this paper are defined below.

**Machine learning (ML)** is a family of statistical and mathematical modeling techniques that uses a variety of approaches to automatically learn and improve the prediction of a target state, without explicit programming. Machine learning can be applied for predictive analytics to uncover insights about current and future trends.

**Natural language processing (NLP)** enables computers to understand and organize human speech. **Conversational agents** can engage in two-way dialogue with humans using NLP to comprehend human speech and respond accordingly.

1 Surveying Key Examples of AI Outside the Hospital and Clinic Setting: Evaluating Current and Emerging Technologies

1.1 Implementing AI on the Individual Level for Better Personal Health

1.1.1 Telehealth and AI

Telehealth has been a long-standing element of health care delivery in the U.S. [6], but not until COVID-19 has it been considered vital to sustaining the connection between patients and providers. These electronic interactions can be materially enhanced by AI in reducing the response time for medical attention and in alleviating provider case load and administrative burden. For example, AI triaging for telehealth uses conversational agents embedded in a virtual or phone visit to stratify patients based on acuity level and direct them accordingly to the most appropriate care setting [7]. By reducing the risk of patient exposure, AI triaging platforms have been especially advantageous during COVID-19, and a number of health systems, retail clinics, and payers have implemented them to continue the facilitation of care services [8] and identify possible COVID-19 cases. On the federal level, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has launched a “Coronavirus Self-Checker” based on Microsoft’s Bot technology to guide patients to care using CDC guidelines [9,10].

Outside of the urgency of the COVID-19 pandemic, natural language processing has also been used to transcribe provider-patient conversations during phone visits, which can assist providers in writing care plans after the call concludes and can be useful to patients as a reference of what was discussed [11].

These integrations are the “tip of the iceberg” of the possibilities of AI in the telehealth domain. Given the escalating pressure amid the COVID-19 pandemic to continue regulatory and financial support for telehealth [12], one could envision a burgeoning variety of AI couplings with telehealth. The future capacity of AI might include using video- and audio- capture tools with facial or tonal interpretation for stress detection in the home or office, or the incorporation of skin lesion detection apps into real-time video for dermatological visits.

1.1.2 Using AI to Augment Primary Care Outside of the Clinical Encounter

In the last six years, there has been a significant increase in the use of consumer applications for patient self-management of chronic diseases, and to a lesser degree for patient-provider shared management through home health care delivery and remote monitoring [13].

In 2018, diabetic care witnessed the landmark approval by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of IDx-DR, a ML-based algorithm that detects diabetic retinopathy, as the first AI-driven medical device to not require physician interpretation [14,15]. Outside the hospital, several AI applications have been developed for diabetes self-management, including those that have shown
improvements in HgbA1c through AI analysis of photos of patient meals to assess calories and nutrients [16] and another pilot trial of fully automated coaching for prediabetes, showing decreases in weight and HgbA1c [17]. For insulin management in type 1 diabetes, multiple studies have found that using self-adaptive learning algorithms in conjunction with continuous glucose monitors and insulin pumps results in decreased rates of hypoglycemia and an increase in patients reaching their target glucose range [18]. In March 2020 in the United Kingdom, the first such tool was officially licensed and launched publicly [19]. For type 2 diabetes, a promising example is an FDA-approved diabetes management system called WellDoc that gives individualized feedback and recommendations on blood sugar management and has been shown to reduce HgbA1c levels significantly [20,21].

Other consumer tools, some with approvals by regulatory agencies, help monitor and support blood pressure control and vital sign checks. One app, Binah.ai, features a validated tool that can scan a person’s face in good lighting conditions and report heart rate (HR), oxygen saturation, and respiration with high levels of accuracy [22,23]. In addition, an increasing number of AI virtual health and lifestyle coaches have been developed for weight management and smoking cessation.

1.1.3 Remote Technology Monitoring for Promoting Cardiac Health

Wearable and remote monitoring technology can assist in ushering in the next era of health care data innovation by capturing physiologic data in HSOHC [24]. In the current clinic-based paradigm, data is captured in isolated snapshots and often at infrequent time intervals. For example, blood pressure is measured and recorded during clinic visits once or twice a year, which does not provide an accurate or longitudinal understanding of an individual’s blood pressure fluctuations.

The current “Internet of Things” era has changed the landscape for wearable technology. Wearables can capture data from any location and transmit it back to a hospital or clinic, moving a significant piece of the health care enterprise to places where patients spend the bulk of their time. These measurements can then be coupled with machine learning (ML) algorithms and a user interface to turn the data into relevant information about an individual’s health-related behaviors and physiological conditions.

Wearable technology has been applied to many health care domains, ranging from cardiology to mental health. Prominent examples of technologies are those that incorporate cardiac monitoring, such as HR and rhythm sensors, including the Apple Watch, iRhythm, and Huawei devices. These devices are quite popular and, in the case of the Apple Watch, have received FDA approval as a medical device to detect and alert individuals of an irregular heart rhythm, a condition called atrial fibrillation [25]. Atrial fibrillation is associated with reduced quality of life and can result in the formation of blood clots in the upper heart chambers, ultimately leading to increased risk of stroke. Theoretically, enabling diagnosis of this condition outside of the clinic could bring patients to medical
attention sooner and, in turn, considerably reduce the risk of stroke.

However, the efficacy of some of these devices in relation to improving patient outcomes (increased quality of life and longevity) through detection of abnormal rhythms remains unproven, and there have been some concerns regarding the accuracy of the ML algorithms. For example, some of the Huawei and Apple Watch studies suggest that the devices seem to work well in sinus rhythm (beating normally at rest), but underestimate HR at higher rates in atrial fibrillation or in elevated sinus rhythm (i.e., with exercise) [26,27].

Hypertension, or high blood pressure, is another example of a highly prevalent, actionable condition that merits surveillance. Hypertension affects approximately 45 percent of Americans and is associated with heart failure, stroke, acute myocardial infarction, and death [28]. Sadly, hypertension control rates are worsening in the U.S., which will have downstream effects in most likely increasing the prevalence of cardiovascular disease [29]. Unlike smartwatch devices, blood pressure cuffs have been commercially available for decades. Today, several blood pressure manufacturers, including Omron, Withings, and others, offer cuffs that collect and transmit blood pressure measurements along with data like HR to health care providers [30,31]. Collecting longitudinal, densely sampled HR and blood pressure data in these ways allows for nuanced pattern detection through ML to predict increased risk of cardiovascular events like stroke or heart failure and, in turn, triage patients for medication management or more intensive treatment. Ultimately, such prognostic capabilities could be embedded into the device itself. However, establishing the accuracy of data capture measurements relative to traditional sphygmomanometry is challenging because of the lack of scientific assessment standards [32].

In addition to established measurement standards, remote blood pressure monitoring devices should be coupled with a system to deliver interventions based on the data. One such option includes ML-powered smartphone apps paired with remote monitoring devices. The apps should effectively provide behavioral therapy for hypertensive patients [33], assess adherence to interventions, and promote patient self-awareness [34]. In terms of patient outcomes, some studies suggest that home monitoring, when coupled with pharmacist-led medication management and lifestyle coaching, is associated with improved blood pressure control; other studies are neutral [35]. Historically, the traditional health care delivery system has been unsuccessful in blood pressure control, and moving management into the home settings shows promise [36].

1.1.4 Remote Sensing and Mobile Health (mHealth) for Behavioral and Psychiatric Care

The pursuit of precision medicine—“delivering the right treatments, at the right time, every time to the right person” [37,38]—has been a long-standing goal in medicine. In particular, for psychiatry, clinical psychology, and related disciplines, increased precision regarding the timing of interventions presents an important
opportunity for mental health care. In major depressive disorder, episodes of depression contrast with periods of relatively improved mood. In bipolar disorder, patients cycle between both manic and depressive episodes. For substance use disorders, patients may alternate between periods of use and disuse. At an even more granular level, risk for returning to substance use can be instigated at times by discrete stressors but at other times in the presence of substances or peers using substances. Poor sleep and other issues that affect self-regulation may exacerbate this risk some days but not others. In each of these examples, different interventions are better suited to each of these specific moments in time to improve mental health.

The synthesis of AI with “personal sensing” provides a powerful framework to develop, evaluate, and eventually implement more precise mental health interventions that can be matched to characteristics of the patient, their context, and the specific moment in time [39]. Today, sensors relevant to medical care are ubiquitous. Smartphones log personal communications by voice calls and text messages. Facebook posts, Instagram photos, tweets, and other social media activities are also recorded. Smartphone-embedded sensors know our location (via GPS) and activity level (via accelerometer), and can detect other people in our immediate environment (via Bluetooth). Smartwatches that can monitor our physiology and many other raw signals are increasing in popularity.

Personal sensing involves collecting these many raw data signals and combining them with ML algorithms to predict thoughts, behaviors, and emotions, as well as clinical states and disorders. This synthesis of ML and personal sensing can revolutionize the delivery of mental health care beyond the one-size-fits-all diagnoses and treatments to personalized interventions based on vast amounts of data collected not only in health care settings but in situ.

To be clear, the field of personal sensing (or digital phenotyping) is nascent and rapidly evolving [39]. However, emerging evidence already demonstrates the potential of its signals to characterize relevant mental health states at any moment in time. For example, GPS, cellular communication logs, and patterns of social media activity have all been used to classify psychiatric disorders and prognosis over time [40,41]. Natural language processing of what people write on social media can also be used to sense cognitive or motivational states (depressed mood, hopelessness, suicidal ideation) that may be more difficult to monitor with nonverbal sensors [42]. Moreover, many of these promising signals are collected passively by people’s smartphones, such that they can be measured without burden. This allows for long-term, densely sampled, longitudinal monitoring of patients that will be necessary to provide precisely timed interventions (e.g., just-in-time adaptive interventions [43]) for psychiatric disorders that are often chronic and/or cyclical.

mHealth apps are also well positioned to deliver AI-assisted precision mental health care. Mobile apps without AI have been already developed and deployed for post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, substance use disorders, and suicidal ideation, among others [44,45], many of
which have been pioneered by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. These applications can screen for psychiatric disorders, track changes over time, and deliver evidence-based treatment or post-treatment support. They often include a variety of tools and services for patients including bibliotherapy, cognitive behavioral interventions, peer-to-peer or other social support, guided relaxation and mindfulness meditation, and appointment and medication reminders. In fact, many studies have demonstrated that patients are more expressive and more willing to report mental health symptoms to virtual human interviewers [46,47]. Moreover, because smartphones are nearly always both on and available, mobile mental health care apps can provide immediate intervention while a patient is waiting for a higher level of care. Active efforts are underway to augment these systems with personal sensing AI to improve their ability to detect psychiatric risk in the moment and to recommend specific interventions among their available tools and services based on the characteristics of the patient and the moment in time [43,48].
2 Leveraging AI and Patient-Level Data from Remote Monitoring Tools to Gather Population-Level Insight

2.1 Integrating AI into Population Health Strategies

Since population health takes a holistic philosophy about caring for a large group of patients’ health throughout their lives and all their activities, health management at this level necessarily goes far outside the bounds of a traditional medical encounter and into the daily lives of patients. A variety of integrated care delivery mechanisms have been used to improve population-level wellness and health, in many cases through novel partnerships and collaborations [49]. With the ongoing development of increasingly refined AI applications for individual use, next-generation population health strategies include analysis of aggregate patient-level data geared toward identification of broader population health trends and habits. Furthermore, these large-scale datasets set the stage for population-level AI algorithms for the purposes of epidemiological prediction, fueling a synergistic and powerful feedback loop of personal and population health innovation.

In the U.S., much of population health is managed and prioritized by insurance companies, employers, and disease management companies and increasingly by accountable care organizations and risk-bearing health care delivery organizations, whose primary aim is to decrease wasteful spending and improve health care quality by proactively engaging with and intervening for patients. The question becomes how to precisely identify these patients at the right time in their care journey, so as to not engage them too late—after the health care decision is made and costs are no longer avoidable—or to engage them too early, and therefore waste administrative resources in engaging them. This need has given rise to the field of predictive analytics, which increasingly leverages AI to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of these programs. In the health care industry, these analytics typically rely on medical and pharmacy claims data, but are increasingly integrating a more diverse set of data, including health risk assessment data, electronic health record data, social determinants of health data—and even more recently, data from connected health devices and from transcribed call and messaging data between patients and these managed care organizations.

There has been tremendous interest and investment in deploying sensors, monitors, and automated tracking tools that, when combined with AI, can be used for population health management [50]. These tools and systems have been applied with varying degrees of sophistication to a wide variety of acute and chronic diseases, such as for diabetes and hypertension (described in previous sections), monitoring patients in rehabilitation [51], ongoing cardiovascular care [52], mental health care, falls [53], or dementia and elder care [54]. This category of potential applications distinguishes itself from self-management-related AI through the primary users of the systems. In this domain, the users are health care
professionals seeking to manage population health through information synthesis and recommendations.

Just like on an individual level, these algorithms remotely and passively detect physical and physiologic indicators of health and pathology, integrate them with patient-level environmental or health care system data, and generate insights, recommendations, and risks for many conditions. The challenges in this domain are melding disparate data—some from sensing information, some from image tracking, some from voice and audio analysis, and some from inertial or positional data—with more traditional medical data to improve outcomes and care.

### 2.2 Improving Medication Adherence with AI Tools

Another key challenge that population health faces is a lack of medication adherence. In some disease treatments, up to 40 percent of patients misunderstand, forget, or ignore health care advice [55]. Promotion of adherence to medical therapy is a complex interaction between patient preferences and autonomy; health communication and literacy; trust between patients/caregivers and the clinical enterprise; social determinants of health; cultural alignment between patients, caregivers, and health care professionals; home environment; management of polypharmacy; and misunderstandings about the disease being treated [56]. Numerous examples of adherence challenges abound, from treatments of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [57], asthma [58], diabetes [59], and heart failure [60].

There is tremendous opportunity for AI to identify and mitigate patient adherence challenges. One example of how AI might assist in improving adherence is in the case of direct oral anticoagulants in which an AI system embedded in smartphones was used to directly observe patients taking the medications. The AI incorporated imaging systems such as facial recognition and medication identification as well as analytics to identify those at high risk or to confirm delay in administration. Those who were identified as being at high risk were routed to a study team for in-person outreach as needed [61]. In a 12-week randomized controlled trial format, the AI arm had 100 percent adherence and the control arm had 50 percent adherence by plasma drug concentration level assessment. There are other notable examples in this area of medication adherence, such as with tuberculosis [62] and schizophrenia treatments [63].

### 2.3 AI Efforts in Public and Environmental Health

There is a strong need and opportunity for the use of AI technologies in public health, with opportunities that include information synthesis, outbreak detection, and responsible, appropriately governed, ethical, secure, and judicious syndromic surveillance. Public health has been incorporating and leveraging AI technologies for a number of years, and many countries have syndromic surveillance systems in place, such as RAMMIE in the U.K. [64]. As a subdomain of public health, environmental health has applied ML
techniques to tremendously benefit from the wide integration of publicly available data sources. One example is the need to assess toxicity in silico among chemicals used in commercial products, with over 140,000 monoconstituent chemicals in use and safety studies in less than 10 percent of them, not counting the vast number of chemical admixtures and metabolites [65,66,67]. There are important implications for environmental impacts in overall determinants of health along with genetic and chronic disease data, and AI will be critical in allowing the effective analysis of these types of data.

Another key area is the estimation of exposure histories and magnitude of patients over time, which requires diverse data ranging from location history, environmental conditions in areas of exposure, and subsequent evaluation and integration of said data into overall disease risk and clinical management strategies [68]. This also requires complex capacities in geospatial analysis and transformation [69]. In addition, the emphasis on geography and location mapping to assess potential outbreaks and environmental exposures is important for air pollution modeling [70]. AI-driven air pollution modeling uses a combination of satellite data, fixed monitoring, and professional and personal mobile monitoring devices to conduct complex assessments [71]. However, sensors such as PurpleAir require individuals to pay and install them in their homes and communities [72]. Thus, access is limited to those who have the privilege of disposable income. There have also been novel applications in assessing and informing public health policy with regard to neighborhood physical activity and assessment of greenspace access, as well as access to healthy food outlets and grocery stores [73].

2.4 Combating COVID-19 with AI-Assisted Technologies

AI interpretation and human review of incoming data for syndromic surveillance provided early warning of the recent COVID-19 pandemic. The first early warning alert of a potential outbreak was issued on December 30, 2019, by the HealthMap system at Boston Children’s Hospital, while four hours earlier a team at the Program for Monitoring Emerging Diseases had mobilized a team to start looking into the data and issued a more detailed report 30 minutes after the HealthMap alert [74]. BlueDot also issued an advisory on December 31, 2019, to all its customers [75]. These systems are interconnected and share data using a complex system of machine learning and natural language processing to analyze social media, news articles, government reports, airline travel patterns, and in some cases emergency room symptoms and reports [76,77,78]. Another set of ML algorithms consumes these processed data to make predictions about possible outbreaks [79].

In addition, wearable devices could serve an important role in the surveillance of high prevalence conditions, for which COVID-19 provides an immediate and important application. Fever alone provides inadequate screening for COVID-19 infection [80], but combining temperature with HR, respiratory rate, and oxygen saturation—all of which can be captured via wearable devices—could aid in triage and diagnosis. Prior research related to
influenza, in which investigators found that Fitbit data among 47,249 users could reliably predict prevalence rates estimated by the CDC, supports the role of wearables in infectious disease surveillance [81]. Indeed, randomized trials to test this hypothesis in relation to COVID-19 are underway [82], while others are using wearables for COVID-19 tracking outside of the research enterprise [83]. Furthermore, many wearables can provide location data when linked to a smartphone, opening the door for geographic outbreak monitoring.
3 Development and Integration of Health-Related AI Tools: Overarching Logistical Challenges and Considerations

AI development and integration, especially of those devices deployed in HSOHC, face several logistical challenges in the health care marketplace. The authors of this discussion paper focus on six major categories of challenges that have been carefully documented in the literature and in practice: data interoperability and standardization, data handling and privacy protection, systemic biases in AI algorithm development, insurance and health care payment reform, quality improvement and algorithm updates, and AI tool integration into provider workflows.

3.1 Data Interoperability and Standardization

Logistical challenges to technology development and integration with virtual care systems include the challenges inherent to health care data collection, aggregation, analysis, and communication. In particular, AI-based programs must contend with data interoperability standards that have been created to ensure that data can be reliably transferred between scheduling, billing (including electronic health records), laboratory, registry, and insurer entities, as well as third party health data administrators, and ultimately be actionable to end users. Common data interoperability standards for health care data (e.g., the Health Level Seven standards [84] and its Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources specification [85]) have helped to enhance communication among AI developer teams, data analysts, and engineers working on other health care platforms, such as electronic health records. Nevertheless, considerable time can be spent by AI developers on extraction, transformation, and loading of data into different formats to both input and output data from AI platforms to health care data systems.

Often a major hurdle to AI development has been the personnel effort and time needed for data organization and cleaning, including the development of a strategy to address unclear data definitions and missing data [86]. The Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics (or OHDSI, pronounced “Odyssey”) program involves an interdisciplinary collaboration to help address these issues for data analytics, and has introduced a common data model that many AI developers are now using to help translate and back-translate their health care data into a standard structure that aids communication with other health data management systems [87].

3.2 Data Handling and Privacy Protection

AI developer teams may also be subject to state and federal privacy regulations that affect sharing, use, and access to data for use in training and operating AI health care tools. As the major federal medical privacy statute, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) applies to “HIPAA-covered entities,” including health care providers such as clinics and hospitals, health care payers, and health care clearing houses that process billing information.
HIPAA-covered entities are subject to the HIPAA Privacy Rule, the federal medical and genetic privacy regulation promulgated pursuant to HIPAA. However, many entities that handle health-related information are not HIPAA-covered. Such entities can include many medical device and wearable/home monitoring manufacturers and medical software developers, unless they enter into “Business Associate Agreements” with organizations that do qualify as HIPAA-covered entities. Overall, because HIPAA is targeted to traditional health care providers, it often does not cover health AI companies that do not intersect or work closely with more traditional organizations.

Because the HIPAA Privacy Rule is directed at private sector players in health care, Medicare data and other health data in governmental databases are governed by a different statute, the Federal Privacy Act. State privacy laws add a layer of privacy protections, because the HIPAA Privacy Rule does not preempt more stringent provisions of state law. Several states, such as California, have state privacy laws that may cover commercial entities that are not subject to HIPAA, and which may provide more stringent privacy provisions in some instances. This means that companies that operate across multiple states may face different privacy regulatory requirements depending on where patients/clients are located.

When AI software is developed by a HIPAA-covered entity, such as at an academic medical center or teaching hospital that provides health care services, data must be maintained on HIPAA-compliant servers (even during model training) and not used or distributed to others without first complying with the HIPAA Privacy Rule’s requirements. These requirements include that HIPAA-covered entities must obtain individual authorizations before disclosing or using people’s health information, but there are many exceptions allowing data to be used or shared for use in AI systems without individual authorization. An important exception allows sharing and use of data that have been de-identified, or had key elements removed, according to HIPAA’s standards [88]. Also, individual authorization is not required (even if data are identifiable) for use in treatment, payment, and health care operations (such as quality improvement studies) [88]. This treatment exception is particularly broad, and the Office for Civil Rights in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, which administers the HIPAA Privacy Rule, has construed it as allowing the sharing of one person’s data for treatment of other people [89]. This would allow sharing and use of data for AI tools that aim to improve treatment of patients.

Data also can be shared and used with public health authorities and their contractors, which could support data flows for public health AI systems [90]. Data can be shared for use in AI research without consent (including in identifiable form) pursuant to a waiver of authorization approved by an institutional review board or privacy board [90]. Such bodies sometimes balk at approving research uses of identifiable data, but the HIPAA Privacy Rule legally allows it, subject to HIPAA’s “minimum necessary” standard, which requires a determination that the identifiers are genuinely necessary to accomplish the purpose of the research [91,92]. These and
various other exceptions, in theory, allow HIPAA-covered care providers to use and share data for development of AI tools. However, all of HIPAA’s authorization exceptions are permissive, in that they allow HIPAA-covered entities to share data but do not require them to do so.

Another concern is that much of today’s health-relevant data, such as those from fitness trackers and wearable health devices, exist outside the HIPAA-regulated environment. This is because, as discussed above, HIPAA regulates the behavior of HIPAA-covered entities and their business associates only, leaving out many other organizations that develop AI. This has two implications: (1) the lack of privacy protection is of concern to consumers, and (2) it can be hard to access these data, and to know how to do it ethically, absent HIPAA’s framework of authorization exceptions. Ethical standards for accessing data for responsible use in AI research and AI health tools are essential. Otherwise, public trust will be undermined.

There are an increasing number of publicly available and de-identified datasets that will allow for model comparisons, catalogued in the PhysioNet repository for biomedical data science and including the Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care dataset that involves intensive care unit data [93,94]. As most of these data are from research or hospital contexts, they highlight the need for more public, de-identified data from outpatient settings including telemedicine and patient-driven home monitoring devices.

### 3.3 Systematic Biases in AI Algorithm Development

Beyond data standards and regulations, a major challenge for AI developers in the U.S. health care environment is the risk that AI technologies will incorporate racial, social, or economic biases into prediction or classification models. Moreover, even if training datasets are perfectly reflective of the U.S. general population, an AI system could still be biased if it is applied in a setting where patients differ from the U.S. population at large. Many biases do, however, reflect broader historical racism and societal injustices that further perpetuate health care inequalities. Once these biased data are incorporated into ML algorithms, the biases cannot easily be interrogated and addressed. For example, while de-identified health care data from payers is increasingly available to predict which patients are higher or lower cost, Black patients in the U.S. are disproportionately at risk for lower health care access, and thus lower cost relative to their illness level (because of inadequate utilization). This artificially lower cost occurs in spite of this population’s higher burden of social ills that increase the risk of poor health outcomes, such as social stressors related to hypertension or poor food security that often worsens diabetes outcomes. Researchers have observed that AI prediction models that seek to determine which people need more outreach for home-based or community-based care were developed from cost data, without a correction for differential access, and thus biased predictions against predicting care needs for Black individuals [95]. Outside of the hospital and clinic settings, historically marginalized communities may face similar
barriers to access to technologies, algorithms, and devices. Indeed, recent surveys indicate that use of smartwatches and fitness trackers correlates with household income, but ethnicity-based differences are less pronounced, with Black and Latinx Americans reporting usage rates equivalent or higher than those of white Americans [96].

Developing AI tools is a process of active discovery and simultaneously subject to counterintuitive complexities, making the work of removing bias from health care data extremely complex. For example, observing equal treatment among groups may actually be indicative of a highly inequitable AI model [97]. Some groups may be properly deserving of higher attention because of disproportionate risk for a health care event, and therefore treating them equally would be an error [98]. Bias in the data itself is also paired with bias in outcomes, in that AI models can predict risk of an event such as health care utilization, but can also make suggestions for appropriate health care treatments. If the treatment recommendations are also biased, then disadvantaged groups may get erroneous advice more often, or simply not receive AI-aided advice while their counterparts who are better represented in the data receive the advantages of the AI-aided decision making [99]. To reiterate, using AI systems and tools that utilize biased data or biased processes will further entrench and exacerbate existing inequities and must be addressed before a system or tool is deployed.

3.4 Insurance and Health Care Payment Reform

A logistical challenge for AI use outside of the hospital and clinic setting that also challenges AI development and integration is the U.S. health care payment landscape. Many, albeit an increasingly smaller percentage, of health care payments from commercial insurers or government payers (e.g., Medicare Part B) to health care delivery entities are in the form of fee-for-service payments for in-person visits or procedures. Health care delivery entities generate revenues by billing payers with attached billing codes that reference negotiated payments for different services, from routine office visits to a primary care provider to surgeries, and programs outside of the hospital and clinic setting are incentivized to fit into the fee-for-service model if they are to be paid for by traditional payment mechanisms. While telemedicine visits (video and phone) are now covered by most payment entities, and, in the initial months of the COVID-19 pandemic, were reimbursed at an equal rate to in-person visits [100], the tools used to deliver such services are traditionally not reimbursed. For example, a physician could use many AI tools, remote sensing tools included, to help improve the quality or precision of diagnosis or therapeutic recommendations. Such tool use could be costly in personnel and computational time, and as discussed earlier, these tools can have questionable validity. However, the use of these tools would not necessarily be paid for, as its use would be considered implicit in conducting a medical visit, even though various diagnostic procedures with their own personnel and equipment costs (e.g., radiology) have their own payment...
rates. A change in such policies to help pay for AI tools is one step toward helping AI applications both inside and outside of the hospital or clinic be paid for; the first billing code for an AI tool is one that helps to detect diabetic retinopathy. Still, it is unclear at this point how much this new code will pave the way for payers to accept the code and pay for AI services within a fee-for-service payment structure [101].

While much billing in the U.S. health care landscape remains a fee-for-service billing approach in which services are rendered and reimbursed according to negotiated rates for services that a payer covers, alternative payment models exist that may alter the AI payment landscape. Such alternative models include capitation payments (per-patient, per-month payments) that payers could increase for practices or providers that incorporate high-quality, externally validated AI tools into their practice, and value-based payments (payments for providers who show that their use of AI tools has improved outcomes). Capitation payments have now been increasingly adopted for routine health care delivery in many managed-care environments, but as of yet there are no adjustments for the use of AI tools. Value-based payments have been more experimental and limited to isolated pilot programs or novel health care organization arrangements to date [102,103], and such value-based payments may incentivize use of AI tools outside of the hospital or clinic if they improve clinical outcomes, whether or not such tools require intervention within a medical visit. Both capitation and value-based payments could be adjusted to explicitly reward the use of AI tools for better outcomes.

3.5 Quality Improvement and Algorithm Updates

To further aid in the adoption and implementation of AI tools into clinical practice, particularly into telemedicine and virtual care environments, it is important to solidify the practice of quality improvement and to responsibly navigate the challenges of ownership, responsibility, decision making, and liability. As telehealth and virtual care platforms continue to improve their user experiences, it becomes critical that the AI tools they rely on—from symptom checkers that direct providers toward considering particular diagnoses, to scheduling and billing tools that aid patients, to personalized recommendation systems that help remind patients of routine cancer screening and available health coaching—must have a built-in feedback process. There are numerous examples of complex chronic diseases that require detailed self-management, such as blood glucose monitoring and adjustments in daily calorie intake or insulin administration for diabetes [104,105] or management of diet, salt, exercise, and medication dosing after heart failure [106]. The key challenges in this subdomain are those of appropriate data collection through patient-facing technologies—whether linked glucose monitors, blood pressure monitoring, calories and types of food eaten, steps taken, and other features—and integrating AI algorithms and tools safely into cautions and recommendations along with information synthesis to patients.

AI-driven personal sensing algorithms will likely have limited shelf lives for a variety of reasons [39]. Given the rapid pace of
development, there is considerable churn in both the software and hardware that are used to measure these signals. As sensor software and hardware are updated, raw data signals will change. There will also be shifts in how patients interact with these software and hardware and where these digital interactions happen that necessitate changes in the devices and signals that are monitored. Additionally, as modes of data collection become more precise (e.g., more advanced HR and glucose monitors), algorithms can be regularly retrained with these more reliable data to harness greater predictive accuracy.

For example, smartphone use has changed dramatically in recent years. Communications have shifted from voice to SMS, and SMS itself has moved from native smartphone apps to separate applications like Facebook Messenger, Snapchat, and WhatsApp. Video conferencing has also been rapidly adopted during COVID-19.

More fundamentally, the meaning of the raw signals may change over time as well. Language usage and even specific words that indicate clinically relevant effects or stressors have a temporal context that may change rapidly based on sociopolitical or other current events (e.g., the COVID-19 pandemic, the Black Lives Matter movement and associated protests, political election cycles). Patterns of movement and their implications can change as well (e.g., time spent at home or in the office). This limited shelf life for personal sensing algorithms must be explicitly acknowledged and processes must be developed to monitor and update the performance of the algorithms over time to keep them current and accurate.

### 3.6 AI Tool Integration into Provider Workflows Outside of the Hospital or Clinic

Most health care systems today have training and execution of quality improvement programs that identify important problems such as medical errors and undergo cycles of planning, piloting, studying, and modifying workflows to reduce such problems, often using a Lean framework for improvement [107,108]. AI tools outside of the hospital or clinic can be integrated into that workflow to improve their effectiveness, efficiency, and utilization. Such tools may be vital for quality improvement of services outside of hospital or clinic settings, as well as to scale and diffuse such technologies among teams that may be initially skeptical about their value. Issues of usability have significant implications for provider adoption. The increasing volume of data collected through wearable technology can overwhelm providers who are already experiencing high rates of alert fatigue and clinician burnout. Ensuring usability entails developing an accessible user interface and presenting information in a clear and actionable way.

Inherent to the implementation and improvement process is the dilemma of how to ensure that the business models underlying AI tool innovation are tailored to their users. It is often assumed that AI tools will have a single user: a provider or a patient. Typically, however, AI tools are used in a mixed manner because of availability and access of the tools in shared environments or in the transition of settings from the home to clinical visits where providers use and show the results or
visualizations from a tool. Therefore, communications to mixed groups of users are important to consider [109].

### 3.7 Practical Steps for Integration of New AI Tools into the U.S. Health System

To help overcome the challenges of AI tool development and deployment, the authors of this discussion paper suggest considering a series of steps for taking a model from design to health system integration and highlight challenges specific to each step (see Figure 3).

**Figure 3: Translational Path for AI into Clinical Care**

- **Engage diverse stakeholders**
  - Garner diverse perspectives
  - Include patients, clinicians, and regulatory agencies
  - Build an equitable approach

- **Thorough design and development**
  - Define a clear, relevant problem to tackle with an AI tool
  - Understand end-user needs and existing workflows

- **Evaluation and validation**
  - Assess clinical and economic utility of AI tool
  - Integrate tool into routine operations and encourage broad adoption

- **Diffusion and scaling**
  - Expand utility into multiple health settings
  - Improve generalizability of algorithms

Note: Depicted here are the key steps towards successful implementation of AI applications in HHS/C into clinical workflows, including engagement of diverse stakeholders, thoughtful application design and development, evaluation and validation, and diffusion and scaling of technologies.

The first step on the translational path for AI into clinical care is to engage a wide range of stakeholders to ensure that the tools developed account for a wide range of perspectives, including patients and clinicians across the care continuum, and that the approach to building the technology does not “automate inequality” [110] or build “weapons of math destruction” [111].

The second step should be careful and thoughtful model design and development. During the model design step, AI developers often curate a dataset, secure initial research funding to develop a model, and build an interdisciplinary team with technical and clinical experts. A critical challenge during this stage is to develop a product that solves a real, relevant problem for end users. AI developers looking to translate their technologies into practice need to approach the technical task of training a model as part of a product development process. As described by Clayton Christensen, “when people find themselves needing to get a job done, they essentially hire products to do that job for
them” [112]. For an AI model to be used in practice, the model must successfully complete a job for an end user, be it a patient or expert clinician. Unfortunately, this goal usually involves more than a straightforward modeling task, and models need to be conceptualized as a single component within a more complex system required to deliver value to users. Deeply understanding the “job to be done” requires close collaboration with end users and interdisciplinary collaboration [113]. In contrast, many AI and ML technologies are built without clinical collaborators and leverage readily available datasets to model a small set of outcomes [114,115]. Teams that successfully navigate the design and develop steps deeply understand user needs and have developed an AI technology potentially able to solve a problem.

The third step on the translational path is to evaluate and validate the new AI tool. During this step, AI developers often evaluate the clinical and economic utility of a model using retrospective, population-representative data. Models may then undergo temporal and external validation, and then be integrated into a care delivery setting to assess clinical and economic impact. Unfortunately, many AI models undergo in silico experiments using retrospective data and do not progress further [116]. These experiments can provide preliminary data on the potential utility of a model, but do not provide evidence of realized impact. Prospective implementation in clinical care requires both clinical and technical integration of the AI model into routine operations. Technical integration requires sophisticated infrastructure that automates and monitors extraction, transformation, and load processes that ingest data from data sources and write model output into workflow systems [117]. Clinical integration requires the design and successful implementation of clinical workflows for end users. There is a rich literature on innovation adoption in health care, and adoption barriers and facilitators specific to AI are emerging [118,119]. Teams that successfully navigate the “evaluate and validate” steps are able to demonstrate the clinical and economic impact of an AI model within at least one setting.

The fourth and fifth steps on the translational path are to diffuse and scale. To date, no AI model has efficiently scaled across all health care settings. Most models have been validated within silos or single settings, and a small number of AI technologies have undergone peer-reviewed external validations [120]. Furthermore, while some AI developers externally validate the same model in multiple settings, other teams take a different approach. For example, there is ongoing research into a generalizable approach to train site-specific Clostridium difficile models (a model of within-hospital infection) by which each hospital has a local model [120,121]. Externally validating and scaling a model across settings also introduces data quality challenges as institutional datasets are not interoperable and significant effort is required to harmonize data across settings [122].
4 Equitable and Humanistic Deployment of Health-Related AI Tools: Legal and Ethical Considerations

Health-related AI tools designed for use outside hospitals and clinics present special legal, regulatory, and ethical challenges.

Chief among the legal challenges are:

1. the safety of patients, consumers, and other populations whose well-being may depend on these systems; and
2. concerns about accountability and liability for errors and injuries that will inevitably occur even if these tools deliver hoped-for benefits such as improving patient care and public health, reducing health disparities, and helping to control health care costs.

Major ethical challenges are:

3. ensuring privacy and other rights of persons whose data will be used or stored in these systems;
4. ensuring ethical access to high-quality and inclusive (population representative) input data sets capable of producing accurate, generalizable, and unbiased results; and
5. ensuring ethical implementation of these tools in home care and other diverse settings.

4.1 Safety Oversight

The sheer diversity of AI tools discussed in this paper implies a nonuniform and, at times, incomplete landscape of safety oversight. Policymakers and the public often look to the FDA to ensure the safety of health-related products, and the FDA is currently working to develop suitable frameworks for regulating software as a medical device [123], including AI/ML software [124]. For software intended for use outside traditional care settings, however, the FDA cannot by itself ensure safety. Involvement of state regulators, private sector institutional and professional bodies, as well as other state and federal consumer safety regulators such as the Federal Trade Commission and Consumer Product Safety Commission, will also be required. Coordination is crucial, however, and the FDA can use its informational powers to inform and engage the necessary dialogue and cooperation among concerned oversight bodies: state, federal, and nongovernmental.

The 21st Century Cures Act of 2016 delineated types of health-related software that the FDA can and cannot regulate [125]. In 2017, the agency announced its Digital Health Innovation Action Plan [126] followed by the Digital Health Software Pre-certification (Pre-Cert) Program [127] and published final or draft guidance documents covering various relevant software categories, including consumer-grade general wellness devices such as wearable fitness trackers [128], mobile medical applications [129], and clinical decision support software [130].
The software discussed in this paper raises special concerns when it comes to regulatory oversight. First, AI software intended for population and public health applications is not subject to FDA oversight, because it does not fit within Congress’s definition of an FDA-regulable device intended for use in diagnosing, treating, or preventing disease of individuals in a clinical setting [131]. Second, there is a potential for software designed for one intended use to be repurposed for new uses where its risk profile is less understood. For example, consumer-grade wearables and at-home monitoring devices, when marketed as general wellness devices, lie outside the FDA’s jurisdiction and do not receive the FDA’s safety oversight. These devices might be repurposed for medical uses by consumers or by developers of software applications. Repurposing raises difficult questions about the FDA’s capacity to detect and regulate potential misuses of these devices [132]. Consumers may not understand the limits of the FDA’s regulatory jurisdiction and assume that general wellness devices are regulated as medical devices because they touch on health concerns.

Also pertinent to the home care setting, the FDA tried in 2017 to address “patient decision support” (PDS) software, where the user is a patient, family member, or other layperson (paid or unpaid caregivers) in the home care setting (as opposed to a medical professional in a clinic or hospital), but subsequently eliminated this topic from its 2019 clinical decision support draft policy [130]. The regulatory framework for PDS software remains vague. Even when a trained medical professional uses clinical decision support software (whether in a clinic, hospital, or HSOHC), patient safety depends heavily on appropriate application of the software. This is primarily a medical practice issue, rather than a medical product safety issue that the FDA can regulate. State agencies that license physicians, nurses, and home care agencies have a crucial role to play, as do private-sector institutional and professional bodies that oversee care in HSOHC. A singular focus on the FDA’s role as a potential software regulator distracts from the need for other regulatory bodies to engage with the challenge of ensuring proper oversight for health care workers applying AI/ML software inside and outside traditional clinical settings.

4.2 Accountability and Liability Issues

AI tools for public health raise accountability concerns for the agencies that rely on them, but appear less likely to generate tort liability, because of the difficulty of tracing individual injuries to the use of the software and because public health agencies often would apply such software to perform discretionary functions that enjoy sovereign immunity from tort lawsuits.

Concerns about accountability and liability are greater for private sector users, such as a health care institution applying AI population health tools or quality improvement software that recommends approaches that, while beneficial on the whole, may result in injuries to specific patients. It remains unclear what duties institutions have (either ethically or legally,
as elaborated in future tort suits) to inform patients about the objectives of population health software (for example, is the software programmed to reduce health care costs or to ration access to scarce facilities such as ICU beds) and how these objectives may affect individual patients’ care.

More generally, AI tools are relatively new, so there is not yet a well-developed body of case law with which to predict the tort causes of action that courts will recognize or the doctrines courts may apply when hearing those claims. Possible claims may include malpractice claims against physicians, nurses, or home care providers who rely on AI decision-support tools; direct suits against home care agencies and institutions for lax policies and supervision in using such systems; and suits against software developers including possible product liability actions [133]. Scholars are actively engaged in exploring the liability landscape, but uncertainties will remain until courts resolve cases in this field.

4.3 Data Privacy and Individual Consent

Many types of data that would be useful for training and ongoing operation of AI health systems, as well as the data such software may generate and store about individuals who use and rely on them, may fall outside the umbrella of HIPAA privacy protections. As discussed above, HIPAA privacy protections generally apply only to HIPAA-covered entities such as providers and payers for health care services. HIPAA’s coverage excludes many device and software developers, governmental public health agencies (which may be governed by the Federal Privacy Act), and research institutions that are not affiliated with HIPAA-covered clinics or teaching hospitals. Data generated and used in HSOHC have spotty privacy protections, subject largely to a patchwork of state privacy laws. Data bearing on social determinants of health, behavioral factors, and environmental exposures are crucial in developing AI tools tailored to diverse subpopulations, yet such data often arise in non-HIPAA-covered environments with weak oversight of sharing and data uses, creating ethical challenges such as “surveillance capitalism” [134] and “automating inequality” [110]. The absence of a uniform floor of federal privacy protections for all types of health-relevant data in all settings (medical and nonmedical) is a factor that may hinder future development of promising AI technologies in the U.S. and undermine public trust in the AI tools that do managed to be developed.

The lack of uniform privacy protections in the U.S. also encourages heavy reliance on de-identified data by AI system developers, who are navigating the ethical challenges of data uses without clear regulatory protections and guidance. The reliance on de-identified data, however, is a “second-best” solution that can diminish the accuracy and generalizability of AI tools available in the U.S. As to the concerns, noted earlier, about the risks of re-identification of such data [135], there is scholarly debate about how real these risks actually are, with empirical studies indicating the risk is considerably lower than portrayed in the popular press [136]. On one hand, there is increased awareness that de-identified data sets can be combined to re-identify individuals, a
process known as data aggregation, suggesting that de-identification may not be a complete solution to privacy concerns [137]. The public is concerned about wide dissemination of their de-identified data. On the other hand, a serious—and less understood—concern relates to the quality and generalizability of AI software developed using de-identified data. The process of de-identifying data diminishes its usefulness and can hinder the creation of high-quality longitudinal data sets to support accurate results from AI health tools. Moreover, de-identification strips away information that may be needed to audit data sets to ensure that they are inclusive and generalizable across all population subgroups. This can increase the danger of biased data sets that fail to produce accurate results for all racial, geographical, and gender-related subgroups [138]. Rather than rely on de-identification as a weak proxy for privacy protection, the U.S. needs a strong framework of meaningful privacy protections that would allow the best available data to be used.

As AI systems move into health care settings, patients may not be aware when AI systems are being used to inform their care [139]. Whether and when informed consent is appropriate has not received adequate discussion [140]. On one hand, it is not standard practice for physicians to inform patients about every medical device or every software tool used in their care. On the other hand, some functions performed by AI software tools (such as deciding which therapy is best for the patient) may rise to a level of materiality where consent becomes appropriate. The bioethics community, health care accreditation organizations, and state medical regulators need to engage with the challenge of defining when, and under what circumstances, informed consent may be needed. A related topic is how future consent standards, designed for traditional clinic and hospital care settings, could be applied and enforced in HSOHC.

4.4 Ensuring Equitable Use of AI in Health

mHealth apps can address many of the current disparities that result in unmet health care needs. For example, in reference to mental health, the geographic distribution of licensed clinical psychologists across the U.S. is highly uneven, with large swaths of rural America significantly underserved [141]. Office visits with psychiatrists and psychologists can be infrequent, difficult to schedule, and typically not available at moments of peak need. Mental health care is costly, and those with greatest need are often uninsured or otherwise unable to afford necessary care [142]. In contrast, access to mental health care via mHealth apps is not limited by either geographic or temporal constraints. Furthermore, the percentage of Americans who now own smartphones is 81 percent, up from just 35 percent in 2011 [143]. Equally important, Black and Latinx adults have smartphones in shares similar to whites and are more likely than whites to use smartphones to access information about health conditions [144].

Nevertheless, equity in access to mHealth apps and technology will not happen without attention and planning. For example, the majority of telehealth visits during the initial months of the COVID-19 pandemic were based on pre-existing provider/patient relationships [145]. This
emphasis on continuity of care, rather than establishing new care relationships, suggests that individuals in medically underserved communities may not be benefiting from the shift to digital home health. Likewise, individuals who are already underserved because of racial and other disparities may struggle to access mHealth apps or other AI applications. mHealth apps that are powered by AI personal sensing can address racial and other health disparities but only if they are thoughtfully designed, developed, and distributed [146] with the intention of reducing biases and the digital divide. The development of these AI algorithms using personal sensing signals must include data from people from racial and ethnic minorities and other underserved groups to account for differences in how these signals function in different groups of people [147]. Algorithms must also be carefully designed and scrutinized to avoid reinforcing contemporary racial and other biases by instantiating them in these algorithms [111]. Thoughtful infrastructure measurement, regulation, and accountability are necessary for the distribution and oversight of these mHealth apps.
5 Setting the Stage for Impactful AI Tools in HSOCH: Calls to Action

AI-powered digital health technology is a rapidly developing sector that is poised to significantly alter the current landscape of health care delivery in the U.S., particularly as care extends beyond the walls of the hospital and clinic. As mHealth applications and personal health devices, including wearable technology, become increasingly ubiquitous, they enable large-scale collection of detailed, continuous health data that processed through AI can support individual and population health. Illustrated by the examples discussed here, these tools signal a paradigm shift in the traditional notion of clinical point-of-care to one that meets people where they are to deliver care. However, widespread adoption, secure implementation, and integration of these novel technologies into existing health care infrastructures pose major legal and ethical challenges. Concrete steps toward ensuring the success of AI health tools outside the hospital and clinic can include:

- Building broad regulatory oversight to promote patient safety by engaging organizations beyond the FDA, including other state, federal, and nongovernmental oversight bodies;
- Reconsidering the definition and implications of informed consent in the context of big data, AI algorithm development, and patient privacy in HSOHC;
- Developing policy initiatives that push for greater data interoperability and device integration standards with hospital clinical systems, so as to enhance stress-free provider and consumer/patient usability;
- Recognizing and mitigating biases (racial, socioeconomic) in both AI algorithms and access to personal health devices by including population-representative data in AI development and increasing affordability and access (or insurance coverage) of personal health technology, respectively;
- Advocating for insurance and health care payment reform that incentivizes adoption of AI tools into physicians’ workflow; and
- Establishing clarity in regard to liability for applications of health AI, with an eye to supporting rather than hindering innovation in this field.

It is important to acknowledge that many of these steps necessitate fundamental changes in governmental oversight of health care, industry-hospital communication, and the patient-provider relationship itself. However, approaching novel applications of AI in health with a critical but receptive mindset will enable the U.S. to lead in ushering in the next generation of health care innovation.
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Appendix I: Objectives, Scope, and Methodology

We describe our scope and methodology for addressing the three objectives outlined below:

**Objectives**

1. What current and emerging artificial intelligence (AI) tools are available for augmenting patient care, and what are their benefits?
2. What challenges surround the use of AI tools to augment patient care?
3. What policy options could help maximize benefits and mitigate challenges surrounding the use of AI tools to augment patient care?

**Scope and methodology**

To address all three research objectives, we assessed available and developing AI tools that companies or health care providers could use to augment patient care and for administrative purposes as well as the challenges associated with using such tools. To do so, we reviewed key reports and scientific literature describing current and developing tools; interviewed a variety of stakeholders, including agency officials, industry members, academic researchers, and a consumer group; and conducted an expert meeting in conjunction with the National Academy of Medicine.

**Limitations to scope**

We focused our review on selected tools used at locations that employ health care providers, including but not limited to physicians, registered nurses, medical assistants, and physical therapists. We excluded tools used in other environments, such as the home or office. Tools discussed are examples and not an exhaustive list of all AI tools used in augmenting patient care or for administrative purposes. We did not assess all available or developing tools. We selected narrative examples to demonstrate the breadth of AI tools in augmenting patient care or for administrative purposes.

**Literature Search**

In the course of our work we conducted four literature searches. To establish background and identify appropriate tools and their challenges, we reviewed key articles from the scientific literature. To support objective 2, we conducted two separate literature searches, one focused on economic considerations and the other on patient privacy issues. To support objective 3, we conducted a policy options literature search using a variety of databases, including Scopus, MEDLINE, Biosis Previews, and WorldCat. We used search terms such as “health care services”, “medical services”, “delivery” and “artificial intelligence”, and narrowed our search to articles published within the last five years. For these searches, results could originate from scholarly or peer reviewed material, government reports, conference papers, dissertations, working papers, books, legislative materials, trade or industry articles, and white papers, but not from general news. We selected the most relevant articles for further review based on our objectives, and reviewed the abstracts for additional search terms to refine the results.
Interviews

We interviewed key stakeholders in the field of AI to augment patient care, including:

- relevant federal agencies including the Department of Veterans Affairs, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, the National Institutes of Health, and the Food and Drug Administration;
- four industry/professional organizations and one private firm;
- three academic researchers or institutions;
- one health care system and;
- one consumer group.

Because this is a small and non-generalizable sample of the stakeholders involved in using AI to augment patient care, the results of our interviews are illustrative and represent important perspectives, but are not generalizable.

Expert Meeting

We collaborated with the National Academy of Medicine to convene a 2-day meeting of 18 experts on current and emerging AI tools for use in augmenting patient care. We worked with National Academy of Medicine staff to identify experts from a range of stakeholder groups including federal agencies, academia, industry, and legal scholars, with expertise covering all significant areas of our review, including individuals with research or operational expertise in using AI tools in the augmentation of patient care.81 We evaluated the experts for any conflicts of interest. A conflict of interest was considered to be any current financial or other interest (such as an organizational position) that might conflict with the service of an individual because it could (1) impair objectivity or (2) create an unfair competitive advantage for any person or organization. The 18 experts were determined to be free of reported conflicts of interest, except those that were outside the scope of the forum or where the overall design of our panel and methodology was sufficient to address them, and the group as a whole was determined to not have any inappropriate biases.82 (See app. II for a list of these experts and their affiliations.) The comments of these experts generally represented the views of the experts themselves and not the agency, university, or company with which they were affiliated, and are not generalizable to the views of others in the field.

We divided the 2-day meeting into six moderated discussion sessions: (1) tools to assist with augmenting patient care using clinical decision support tools and administrative tools; (2) tools to assist with augmenting patient care using robotics; (3)
factors around development of such tools; (4) factors around adoption of such tools; and (5) two sessions focused on policy ideas that could facilitate augmenting patient care in the United States through the use of AI tools. Each session featured an open discussion among all meeting participants based on key questions we provided. The meeting was transcribed to ensure that we accurately captured the experts’ statements. After the meeting, we reviewed the transcripts to characterize their responses and to inform our understanding of all three researchable objectives. Following the meeting, we continued to seek the experts’ advice to clarify and expand on what we had heard. Consistent with our quality assurance framework, we provided 14 experts with a draft of our report and solicited their feedback, which we incorporated as appropriate.

Policy Options

We intend policy options to provide policymakers with a broader base of information for decision-making.83 The options are neither recommendations to federal agencies nor matters for congressional consideration. They are also not listed in any specific rank or order. We are not suggesting that they be done individually or combined in any particular fashion. Additionally, we did not conduct work to assess how effective the options may be, and express no view regarding the extent to which legal changes would be needed to implement them. Based on our requesters’ interest in U.S. competitiveness and the use of AI tools in augmenting patient care, we decided on an objective designed to identify options that could help maximize benefits and mitigate challenges to the use of AI to augment patient care and for administrative purposes. We limited the policy options included in this report to those that met the policy objective and fell within the report scope. We present six policy options in response to the challenges identified during our work and discuss potential opportunities and considerations of each. While we present options to address the major challenges we identified, the options are not intended to be inclusive of all potential policy options.

To develop the policy options, we prepared a list of potential policy ideas (107 in total, including the status quo) based on our literature search, stakeholder interviews, and expert meeting. We removed ideas that were not likely to achieve the policy objective or did not fit into the overall scope of our work. We grouped the remaining ideas based on themes (e.g., data access). We combined those that (1) were duplicative, (2) could be subsumed into a higher-level policy option, or (3) were examples of how to implement a policy option rather than the option itself.

83Policymakers is a broad term including, for example, Congress, elected officials, federal agencies, state and local governments, academic and research institutions, and industry.
our stated objectives and to discuss any limitations to our work. We believe that the information and data obtained, and the analysis conducted, provide a reasonable basis for any findings and conclusions in this product.
Appendix II: Expert Participation

We collaborated with the National Academy of Medicine to convene a two-day meeting of experts to inform our work on artificial intelligence in patient care; the meeting was held virtually on March 31-April 1, 2020. The experts who participated in this meeting are listed below. Many of these experts gave us additional assistance throughout our work, including 2 who provided additional assistance during our study by sending material for our review or answering technical questions; and 14 who reviewed our draft report for accuracy and provided technical comment.

Jason Borenstein, PhD
Director, Graduate Research Ethics Programs; and Associate Director, Center for Ethics and Technology
Georgia Institute of Technology

Vivian Chu, PhD
Co-Founder and Chief Technology Officer
Diligent Robotics

Shahram Ebadollahi, PhD, MBA
Global Head of Data Science and AI
Novartis

Barbara J. Evans, PhD, JD, LLM
Professor of Law and Stephen C. O’Connell Chair
University of Florida Levin College of Law
Professor of Engineering
University of Florida Wertheim College of Engineering

Marzyeh Ghassemi, PhD
Faculty Member, Vector Institute
Assistant Professor, Computer Science and Medicine
University of Toronto

Avi Goldfarb, PhD
Professor of Marketing and Rotman Chair in Artificial Intelligence and Healthcare
Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto

Elizabeth Kaziunas, PhD
Postdoctoral Researcher
AI Now Institute, New York University

Michael E. Matheny, MD, MS, MPH
Co-Director, Center for Improving the Publics’ Health Through Informatics
Associate Professor of Biomedical Informatics, Biostatistics, and Medicine
Vanderbilt University Medical Center
Clinical Research Scientist, Tennessee Valley Healthcare System VA Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Ozanan Meireles, MD
Assistant Professor of Surgery
Harvard Medical School
Director, Surgical Artificial Intelligence and Innovation Laboratory (SAIIL)
Massachusetts General Hospital

Nicholson Price, PhD, JD
Professor of Law
University of Michigan
Maulik P. Purohit, MD, MPH
Associate Chief Medical Information Officer
University Hospitals

Ronen Rozenblum, PhD, MPH
Director, Unit for Innovative Healthcare Practice & Technology
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Assistant Professor, Harvard Medical School

Mark Sendak, MD, MPP
Population Health & Data Science Lead
Duke Institute for Health Innovation

Martín-José Sepúlveda MD, ScD
IBM Fellow
Chief Executive Officer and Principal
CLARALUZ LLC

Christina Silcox, PhD
Managing Associate
Duke-Margolis Center for Health Policy

William W. Stead, MD, FACMI
Chief Strategy Officer
Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Peter Szolovits, PhD
Professor, Computer Science and Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Aleksandar Vakanski, PhD, PE
Assistant Professor, Industrial Technology
University of Idaho
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